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A discrete real time series is often modelled by an autoregressive equation,
the simplest kind of which is ﬁrst order autoregression without deterministics:
Xt = αXt−1 + εt,t =1 ,2,...,T,
with independent and N(0,σ 2) distributed errors ε1,...,εT. Statistical inference
about α can be drawn, for instance, by testing a null hypothesis of the form H0 :
α = α0 for an α0 ∈ R against some alternative. The present thesis is interested
in testing the particularly important random walk hypothesis H0 : α =1 , and,
more precisely, in the limiting (Dickey Fuller) distributions as T →∞under
H0 of the two most common test statistics: the normalised coeﬃcient estimator
T(ˆ αT − 1) a n dt h etr a t i o(ˆ αT − 1)/ˆ σˆ αT. The same limiting distributions also
a r i s ew h e nt e s t i n gf o rau n i tr o o ti naw i d er a n g eo fm o r eg e n e r a lt i m es e r i e s
models. This thesis seeks to derive integral-free analytical expressions for these
limiting distribution — a problem which has been open for decades and was for
the ﬁrst time tackled by K. Abadir (e.g. 1993, Ann. Statist. 21, p. 1058-70).
The thesis has both a mathematical aim (Chapter 2) and a numerical aim
(Chapters 3 & 4). Chapter 2 derives new closed analytical expressions for the
above-mentioned limiting distributions in the form of converging inﬁnite series
of elementary and special functions. Meanwhile some propositions of general
interest on distributions on Rn are proved. Chapter 3 treats the question of the
convergence rates of the occurring series and hence of their appropriate trunca-
tion. Based on these results, Chapter 4 discusses the numerical implementation
and derives highly accurate tables of quantiles and other quantities.Contents
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Introduction
The aim of this introductory chapter is ﬁrst to motivate the research undertaken
by this thesis (cf. Section 1.1), then to give an overview of the main techniques
and results (cf. Section 1.2), and ﬁnally to place our results into a broader
statistical context (cf. Section 1.3). The time series model chosen in Section
1.1 is the simplest model in which the relevant asymptotic distributions of unit
root tests arise, namely the Gaussian autoregressive order 1 (“AR(1)”) model.
In this model, testing for a unit root is equivalent to testing for a random
walk, and the importance of such tests is easily described. The summary given
in Section 1.2 contains a qualitative overview of the main mathematical and
numerical results as well as a sketch of the techniques employed to reach these
results. In the general statistical discussion of Section 1.3 we among others
discuss the peculiarity of unit root (limiting) distributions in hypothesis testing;
we further mention a wide class of more general time series models in which
unit root testing gives rise to the asymptotic distributions studied here.
Some conventions and notation are introduced in Section 1.4.
1.1 Motivation
The motivation for unit root testing in one-dimensional time series and for
the particular aims of this thesis is easiest described by considering the simple
Gaussian AR(1) model. In this model, the unit root hypothesis is equivalent
to the random walk hypothesis. It should however be pointed out that the
discussion of this section could be translated to more general models, either
with higher autoregression orders or with generalised error processes such as
errors that are non-Gaussian with possibly heterogeneous and/or dependent
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distributions; these model extensions are discussed in Section 1.3.6.
The present section begins by introducing the relevant unit root test statis-
tics (Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2); we then discuss the asymptotic (Dickey-Fuller)
distribution of these test statistics and present some motivation for an analyti-
cal description of these distributions as undertaken by this thesis (cf. Sections
1.1.3 and 1.1.4).
1.1.1 The model and the random walk hypothesis
A classical way of modelling the probabilistic behaviour of a discrete real time
series (Xt)t=0,...,T (for some sample size T ∈ {1,2,...}) is to explain Xt by its
own past values. In the case that this dependence can be assumed linear, this
leads to a linear autoregressive model. When the present value depends on past
values only through the immediately past value, then the autoregressive order
is 1. If, further, the time series contains no deterministic components such as
al i n e a ro rs e a s o n a lt r e n d ,(Xt)t=0,...,T satisﬁes the AR(1) diﬀerence equation:
(1.1) Xt = αXt−1 + ηt,t =1 ,2,...,T.
We here assume that the error process η1,...,ηT is a sequence of independent
Gaussian variables ηt ∼ N(0,σ 2) with unknown variance σ2 > 0.F u r t h e r ,t h e
initial value X0 is assumed to be ﬁxed, i.e. the model is conditional on X0. The
process Xt can be expressed in terms of X0 and η1,...,ηt, giving






We consider testing the hypothesis H0 : α =1under which Xt is a “random
walk”:
Xt = X0 +
t X
s=1




This case is of particular interest in econometrics where, at least in the short
term, many time series are believed to be (near) random walks (or, more gener-
ally, random walks plus stationary processes). It is often important to test this
hypothesis, for instance against the alternative of stationarity, |α| < 1. Here,
with "stationarity" we do not mean that the process is stationary conditional
on X0, but rather that X0 can for |α| < 1 be given an (initional) distribution
such that the process becomes stationary.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
T h er a n d o mw a l kc a s ei st h ei n t e r e s t i n gc a s ew h e r et h et i m es e r i e si sam a r -
tingale; future increments are independent of the past and are unpredictable.
A random walk has the property that the “random shock” at time s, viz.
∆Xs = ηs, has a permanent and constant eﬀect on future levels Xt,t≥ s.
In this sense the random walk case α =1is the transition case between the
stationary case |α| < 1 where the eﬀect of the shock ηs on future Xt, namely
αt−sηs, is dying exponentially as t →∞ , and of the explosive case α>1 where
this eﬀect, αt−sηs, is growing exponentially.
1.1.2 Testing the random walk hypothesis
This thesis analyses the asymptotic theory of test statistics for the random
walk hypothesis H0 : α =1 . We start by deﬁning the relevant test statistics
which have been analysed for the ﬁrst time by Dickey and Fuller (1979).
Diﬀerent test statistics have been proposed. In our Gaussian model (1.1),
the likelihood can be maximised analytically with respect to both parameters
α and σ2, yielding the maximum likelihood estimators













(Xt − ˆ αTXt−1)
2 .
Here ˆ αT is precisely the ordinary least squares (“OLS”) estimator of α and ˆ σ2
T
diﬀers from the OLS estimator of σ2 only by the factor (T −1)/T. Two classical
statistics for testing H0 are obtained by the following two standardizations of
ˆ αT:
τT :=





´−1/2 and κT := T(ˆ αT − 1).
Here, the “t ratio” τT is deﬁned1 by dividing ˆ αT − 1 by an estimator of the
standard deviation of ˆ αT, and the “normalised (coeﬃcient) estimator” κT is
obtained by dividing ˆ αT − 1 by its stochastic order under H0, i.e. by T−1.
The Gaussian model (1.1) also allows likelihood based testing. The “(log)




sup{fα,σ2(X1,...,XT|X0)|α =1 ,σ 2 > 0}










1A frequent alternative deﬁnition of the t ratio is obtained by replacing the
maximum likelihood estimator ˆ σ2
T by the OLS estimator of σ2.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4
where fα,σ2(.|X0) denotes the conditional density function of X1,...,XT given
X0. amd ˜ σ2
T is the maximum likelihood estimator of σ2 under H0 : α =1
(cf. Section 1.3.1). While LT is suitable for testing H0 versus the bilateral
alternative α 6=1 , a test versus the unilateral alternative α<1 (or versus
|α| < 1) can be based on the “signed (log) likelihood ratio”d e ﬁned as:




Usually, quantiles derived from the asymptotic (rather than the ﬁnite sample)
distribution of the above test statistics are used to test H0. Indeed, the as-
ymptotic distribution of these statistics in many cases is a (very) good approx-
imation of the ﬁnite sample distribution, particularly given the in econometrics
often relatively large sample size; additional reasons why it is often convenient
or even advisable to use asymptotic quantiles are given in Section 1.3.4
Each of the test statistics τT,κ T,L T and WT indeed converge weakly in
distribution, namely to non-standard, non-symmetric and in the case of τT,κ T
and WT negatively biased distributions, which are known as Dickey-Fuller dis-
tributions.T h e s t a t i s t i c s τT and WT have the same limiting distribution (cf.
Section 1.3.5), the square of which is the limiting distribution of LT because
LT = W2
T. Dickey-Fuller distributions can be expressed as functionals of a
standard Brownian motion (B(t))t∈[0,1], viz.
(1.4) τT,W T
























This can be derived from Donsker’s invariance principle, which states that an
adequately rescaled and reparametrised2 version of the random walk XT =
X0 +
PT
t=1 ηT converges weakly in distribution to a Brownian motion (in the
2This involves normalizing by T−1/2 and deﬁning a (step) function X :
[0,1] 7→ R by X(u): =T−1/2Xt for t/T ≤ u<(t +1 ) /T where t =0 ,...,T.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5
function space of all real functions on [0,1] that are continuous from the right
and have limits from the left, endowed with the supremum norm). In (1.5), the
stochastic integral R was calculated using Itô’s Lemma. For a proof of (1.4)
under a more general error process ηt see Phillips (1987).
1.1.4 Why describe Dickey-Fuller distributions analyti-
cally?
The present section should present some motivations for describing the above
asymptotic (Dickey-Fuller) distributions analytically as done in this thesis.
The analytical forms of the limiting distributions in (1.4) have been an
open question for decades. These limiting distributions have been approxi-
mated by stochastic simulations (e.g. Fuller, 1976) and by numerical inversion
techniques applied to White’s (1958) limiting Laplace transform of a suﬃcient
statistic (Evans and Savin (1981)). Also, Rao (1978) derives a complicated
integral expression for the limiting density of τT (see Evans and Savin (1979)
for corrections). The present thesis derives closed (i.e. integral-free, but not
summation-free) expressions for the density and distribution functions of the
limiting distributions in (1.4) — a task which has already been undertaken to
some extent by Abadir (1993, 1995).
A ﬁrst motivation is the aim of a better theoretical understanding of Dickey-
Fuller distributions. This aim is reached only to a limited extent by this thesis
since the derived analytical expressions show little apparent analytical struc-
ture.
A separate motivation is the numerical exploitation of the formulae, in par-
ticular for the derivation of quantiles. This approach contains some advantage
over Monte-Carlo simulation. Firstly, our numerical methods reach very high
standards of accuracy and eﬃciency. A second advantage over Monte-Carlo
simulations is that, strictly speaking, only ﬁnite sample distributions can be
simulated. Hence, based on simulations the properties of the limiting distribu-
tion can only be conjectured. In particular, quantiles of a limiting distribution
can be conjectured by increasing the sample size T of simulations until the
quantiles show a clear convergence. However, this lacks a mathematical proof.
More formally, calling a the sought parameter of the limiting distribution (e.g.
a quantile or a probability), aT the corresponding parameter of the ﬁnite sam-
ple distribution, and ˆ aT its simulation, the error ˆ aT −a can be decomposed into
the sum of the “simulation error” ˆ aT −aT and the deviation aT −a of the ﬁnite
sample parameter from the limiting parameter. The rate of the convergenceCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6
aT → a in the sense of a (reasonably strong) inequality |aT −a| ≤ bT is usually
unknown.
Further, it might be seen as a disadvantage of simulations that the simu-
lation error ˆ aT − aT is only known in the sense of an error distribution and
hence of error probabilities or moments, but never in the sense of sure (non-
trivial) error bounds. With positive probability, (very) high simulation errors
may occur, even if the number of repetitions were chosen extremely high.
When aT is a probability (such as aT := P(τT ≤ z)), the standard deviation
of ˆ aT decreases only at the order n−1/2 where n is the number of repetitions of
the simulation. This implies practical boundaries to the achievable accuracy,
although the commonly required accuracy usually falls within these boundaries.
A problem, however, arises when P(τT ≤− z) or P(τT ≥ z) (or the same for
other test statistics) has to be simulated for very large values z> >0: these
probabilities then become very small, and the requirement of a certain relative
precision3 becomes hard to meet. For suﬃciently high z,the required number of
repetitions can not be computationally executed in reasonable time. However,
this problem does not yet arise when calculating quantiles between the 1%-a n d
the 99%-quantile.
1.2 Overview
As mentioned earlier, this thesis analyses the distributions of τ and κ arising
in
τT,W T
D → τ, κT
D → κ and LT
D → τ
2
(cf. (1.4) and Section 1.3.5). The thesis is divided into a mathematical part
(Chapter 2) and into a numerical part (Chapters 3 and 4). In Chapter 2 we
prove expressions for the limiting (cumulative) distribution functions Fτ and
Fκ which by diﬀerenciation yield formulae for the limiting probability density
functions fτ and fκ. In the Chapters 3 and 4 we proceed with a numerical ex-
ploitation of the formulae for Fτ and Fκ, a m o n go t h e r sd e r i v i n gh i g h l ya c c u r a t e
quantiles of τ and κ. Chapter 5 contains conclusive remarks. Some proofs and
technical discussions are presented in the Appendix.
The derived results and, to an extent, also the methods are quite similar for
τ and κ, and hence in the present qualitative overview let F represent either of
the distribution functions Fτ and Fκ. Each derived expression for F(z) is valid
3T h er e l a t i v ee r r o ro fˆ aT is (ˆ aT − aT)/aT.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 7
either only for z<0 or only for z>0 and contains either one or two inﬁnite










In this, the expression Fj(z) respectively Fjk(z) is integral-free but contains
a special function. This special function is the incomplete gamma function
Γ(p,ζ) i nt h ec a s eo fFτ(z) and the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ) in the
case of Fκ(z) (cf. Appendix A for special functions).
In Section 1.2.1 below we give an overview of Chapter 2 which consists of
the derivation of our formulae of the kind of (1.6), followed in Section 1.2.2 by
an overview of Chapters 3 and 4 which consist of the numerical treatment.
1.2.1 Overview of Chapter 2
Formulae of the type of (1.6) have already been derived by Abadir (1992, 1993,
1995). Our approach starts by giving rigorous proofs of some theoretic proper-
ties upon which the technical derivation of such formulae builds and which are
implicitly assumed by Abadir. This is done in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The (quite
technical) derivation of new expressions of the form (1.6) for κ and τ follows
in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. By diﬀerentiating the expressions of Sections 2.3 and
2.4 one can derive expressions for the densities of κ and τ, which is discussed
in Section 2.5.
Abadir’s and our derivations start by applying certain inversion integrals
to the (joint) Laplace transform of the “limiting suﬃcient statistics” (R,S)
appearing in (1.4) and (1.5). This limiting statistics is a limit in distribution
of a certain sample statistics (RT,S T). T h ej o i n tL a p l a c et r a n s f o r mo f(R,S)
— the limit of that of (RT,S T) — has been calculated by White (1958). The
main task of the theoretical preparations in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 is to prove
the absolute continuity of (R,S) and hence the existence of a joint density fR,S
of (R,S) on R2. This is a task of deducing properties of a distribution known
only through its Laplace transform. To achieve this, some general criteria for
distributions on Rn are derived in Section 2.2.
The results of Section 2.2 allow us to justify the use of the (Laplace) inver-
sion integrals that form the basis of Abadir’s and our derivations. The basic
structure of these derivations is as follows. In order to calculate the occurring
integrals analytically we develop the respective integrands into (converging) in-
ﬁnite series in such a way that the individual summands can now be integratedCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8
analytically. The interchangeability of summation and integration can usually
be proven using the dominated convergence theorem, with one exception where
a laborious proof is necessary since the integral is a Cauchy principal value in-
tegral. The termwise integrals are calculated in terms of special functions; as
mentioned, this gives rise to an incomplete gamma function in expressions for
τ respectively to a parabolic cylinder function in expressions for κ.
The derived series expressions for F(z) compare as follows to those derived
by Abadir.
Regarding τ, the author and Abadir are able to prove a closed formula
only in the case of z<0; this range of arguments contains all quantiles up to
the 68%-quantile and hence in particular the quantiles needed to test against
the alternatives |α| < 1 (stationarity) and α<1. We derive a new formula
with the advantage of containing a Leibniz series which yields a comfortable
truncation criterion in the numerical implementation; indeed, in a Leibniz series
the truncation error is in absolute value bounded above by the ﬁrst omitted
summand.
Regarding κ, we provide formulae for both cases z<0 and z>0, while
Abadir does so only for z<0. While Abadir’s formula for z<0 contains two
inﬁnite summations, one of our formulae for z<0 contains a single inﬁnite
summation.
Using the known derivatives of the incomplete gamma and parabolic cylin-
der functions, our series expressions for the distribution functions of τ and κ
can be diﬀerentiated so as to yield series expressions for the densities of τ and
κ. The diﬀerentiation of a formula does not alter the number of inﬁnite summa-
tions, but tends to result in a more complicated formula for the density. This
is discussed in Section 2.5 which concludes Chapter 2.
1.2.2 Overview of Chapters 3 and 4
The numerical exploitation of our and Abadir’s formulae for Fτ(z) and Fκ(z)
is treated in the Chapters 3 and 4. The provided techniques can be used for a
highly accurate approximation of probabilities and quantiles.
A rigorous numerical approximation is possible only when knowing a trun-
cation criterion for each series contained in a given formula. More explicitly,
assume that F(z) is written as, say, a single inﬁnite series F(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z)
and that one knows an inequality of the form




¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ B(z,J),CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9
where the bound B(z,J) tends to 0 as J →∞ . I nt h ec a s eo faL e i b n i z
series, B(z,J) can be set to be |FJ+1(z)|. Given some asked (absolute) precision
p>0,F(z) should be approximated by
PJ
j=0 Fj(z) where J is chosen (minimal)
such that B(z,J) ≤ p. The computational eﬃciency mainly depends on the
rate of the convergence B(z,J) → 0. Hence, ineﬃciency is either due to slow
convergence of the series or to weakness of the bound B(z,J).
Chapter 3 provides such bounds for most series occurring in the series ex-
pressions derived in Chapter 2. An exception is our expression for Fκ(z) in the
case z>0; here, the author is unable to prove appropriate inequalities.
Building on the truncation error bounds of Chapter 3, the following Chapter
4 proceeds with a numerical discussion. The Sections 4.1 and 4.2 give some
general programing advice, mainly aimed at preventing numerical instability
and enhancing the eﬃciency. Among others, we provide ways of reordering
summations so as to avoid multiple evaluations of (computationally expensive)
terms, and ways of avoiding the parabolic cylinder function which is often not
contained in software packages.
The Sections 4.3 and 4.4 report the author’s speciﬁc observations and re-
sults of implementing approximations of Fτ(z) respectively of Fκ(z). Besides
reporting large tables of highly accurate quantiles, we discuss the speciﬁcl e v e l s
of eﬃciency and accuracy reached by the diﬀerent formulae. It is seen that
most formulae allow a highly accurate approximation provided that z is not at
the boundaries of the interval of validity of the respective formula. The excep-
tion is our formula for Fκ(z) when z>0; in this formula, where the author
does not prove truncation error bounds that would allow a mathematically jus-
tiﬁed series truncation, numerical tests indicate that the series have very slow
convergence rates.
1.3 Statistical context
This section, which is not essential for the understanding of the following chap-
ters, describes the statistical context and background of unit root testing. The
emphasis is on the one hand on comparing estimators and test statistics in
autoregressive models with their counterparts in classical Gaussian regression
analysis with deterministic regressors, and on the other hand on the special
properties that estimators and test statistics in autoregressive models take on
in the unit root case. Always guided by these two lines of emphasis, Sections
1.3.1 and 1.3.2 discuss estimators and test statistics, Section 1.3.3 considers
their ﬁnite sample distributions, and Sections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 consider asymp-CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 10
totic distributions.
The main conclusion of the distributional discussion of the Sections 1.3.3 to
1.3.5 is that, while in the classical Gaussian regression model with determinis-
tic regressors the statistics have standard distributions, autoregressive models
lead to non-standard distributions of statistics, and in the unit root case these
distributions even stay non-standard asymptotically. This conclusion applies
analogously to the Gaussian AR(1) model and to a wide range of more gen-
eral models. For technical simplicity, the Sections 1.3.1 through 1.3.5 use the
Gaussian AR(1) model as the vehicle of the discussion, as done so far in this
chapter. In the ﬁnal Section 1.3.6, however, we discuss unit root testing in more
general models that still lead to the same asymptotic distributions analysed by
this thesis. These model generalisations include increasing the autoregression
order (Dickey and Fuller, 1979, 1981) and signiﬁcantly relaxing the assump-
tions on the error process so as to allow for non-Gaussianity, heterogeneity and
serial correlation (Phillips, 1987).
1.3.1 Estimation
We consider again the Gaussian AR(1) model (1.1), viz. the model
Xt = αXt−1 + ηt,t =1 ,2,...,T,
with independent Gaussian errors ηt ∼ N(0,σ2) and we condition on the initial
value X0. The expression of Xt in terms of X0 and the errors η1,...,ηt is given
by (1.2). The joint (Gaussian) density of (X1,...,XT) can be factorised using
that
(Xt|Xt−1,...,X0)
D =( Xt|Xt−1) ∼ N(αXt−1,σ
2),t =1 ,...,T,













Maximization of the log density with respect to (α,σ2) ∈ R×]0,∞[ as in Hamil-
ton (1994, p. 122-123) yields the maximum likelihood estimators (1.3) for the














(Xt − ˆ αTXt−1)
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While often the maximisation of a log likelihood is possible only approximately,
here the analytical forms of ˆ αT, ˆ σ2
T and ˜ σ2
T do exist essentially because of the
nice likelihood function of a Gaussian autoregressive model. By substituting
















(2π˜ σ2)T/2 . (1.9)
Now let us consider our model (1.1) as a regression model, with T equations
where the present value Xt is regressed on the passed value Xt−1. Assume for
a moment that in this regression model the regressor were deterministic, i.e.
replace the stochastic regressor (X0,...,XT−1)0 by a ﬁxed vector x ∈ RT. So,
we are left with the classical regression model
(1.10) Y = αx + η, where Y := (X1,...,XT)
0,η:= (η1,...,η T)
0.
The least squares and maximum likelihood estimator of α is ˆ α := (x0x)−1x0Y.
The assumption of a deterministic regressor x implies Y ∼ NT(αx,σ2IT), and
so ˆ α ∼ N(α,V (ˆ α)) with variance:


















A natural estimator of the variance (1.11) is ˆ σ2
ˆ α =ˆ σ2(x0x)−1 where ˆ σ2 denotes
the maximum likelihood estimator of σ2.
Going back to our AR(1) model and bearing in mind the estimator ˆ σ2
ˆ α,w e
now deﬁne an analogous estimator for the variance of ˆ αT:
ˆ σ
2
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1.3.2 Testing the coeﬃcient
Now we consider testing the null hypothesis H0 : α = α0 for some given α0 ∈ R,
both in the classical regression model (1.10) with deterministic regressors and
in the AR(1) model.
First considering the classical regression model (1.10), H0 is commonly
tested via the t statistic, tα := (ˆ α − α0)/ˆ σˆ α (notation as above). Accord-
ingly, in our AR(1) model a t test of H0 is based on the t ratio (or t statistic)
with analogous deﬁnition:
(1.12) τT :=
ˆ αT − α0
ˆ σˆ αT
=













Often, the t statistic (in classical regression as well as in autoregression) is
rather deﬁned by replacing the maximum likelihood estimator of σ2 by the least
squares estimator (that diﬀers by the factor T/(T − 1)), or by the maximum
likelihood estimator in the submodel H0 (yielding the test statistic whose square
is the Lagrange multiplier test statistic). But from the asymptotic perspective
of this thesis all three deﬁnitions of the t statistic are equivalent since each
variance estimator converges in probability to the same value σ2.
The motivation for the t test statistic τT in an AR(1) is slightly less obvious
than for the t statistic tα in the model (1.10), because in the denominator
ˆ σ2
ˆ αT is an often considerably biased estimator of the true variance V (ˆ αT) of
the numerator ˆ αT − α0. Only when testing a stationary hypothesis, i.e. when
|α0| < 1, is there the asymptotic motivation that ˆ σ2
ˆ αT is an asymptotic variance
of ˆ αT (more precisely, that T−1ˆ σ2
ˆ αT consistently estimates the limiting variance
of T−1/2(ˆ αT−α0)). However, the more important asymptotic argument, which is
valid for all α0 ∈ R, is that τT has a limiting distribution that does not depend
on the unknown nuisance parameter σ2, i.e. τT enables an asymptotically
similar test of H0.
In a likelihood-based approach (that canb em o t i v a t e db yt h et e s tt h e o r yo f
Neyman and Pearson), the test of H0 against the bilateral alternative α 6= α0




sup{fα,σ2(X1,...,XT|X0)|α = α0,σ 2 > 0}










where we used (1.8) and (1.9). In order to rewrite LT in terms of the t ratio
τT, we use a geometric property of least squares estimation. We illustrate theCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 13
argument using the model (1.10) with deterministic regressors, Y = αx+η.
The least squares estimator ˆ α is such that the vector Y is decomposed into
the orthogonal sum of the “explained” component ˆ αx and the “residual” ˆ η:=
Y−ˆ αx. Now, the orthogonality ˆ η⊥ x implies that ˆ η⊥ v for all v in the span
of x, so that by Pythagoras’ theorem kˆ ηk
2 = kˆ η + vk
2 − kvk
2 . Now note that
the maximum likelihood estimator of σ2 is precisely ˆ σ2 = T−1 kˆ ηk
2 , so that,






kˆ η +(ˆ α − α0)xk












The ﬁrst summand is precisely the maximum likelihood estimator of σ2 under





















Substituting this expression in (1.13), LT is seen to be related to τT as follows:









where (τTˆ σT/˜ σT)2 is the Lagrange multiplier test statistic (cf. the comments
following the deﬁnition (1.12) of τT).
A likelihood-based test of H0 versus a unilateral alternatives (such as α<
α0) is possible by using the signed (log) likelihood ratio deﬁned as:
WT := sgn(ˆ αT − α0)
p
LT.
While the tests based on τT,L T and WT can be formulated equivalently for
a regression with deterministic regressors, the estimator-based test is speciﬁc
to the autoregressive model. This test is based on the normalised coeﬃcient-
estimator,
κT := C(T)(αT − α0),
where the normalising factor C(T) depends on α0 and is deﬁned as T−1/2 if
|α0| < 1, as T−1 if |α0| =1 , and as |α0|
T if |α0| > 1. This normalisationCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 14
ensures the convergence in distribution of κT to some non-degenerate limiting
distribution (White, 1958). Provided that |α0| ≤ 1, the limiting distribution
does not depend on σ2, meaning that an asymptotically similar test can be
based on κT.
1.3.3 Finite sample distributions
We here brieﬂy discuss that the nice distributional properties of statistics in
the regression model with deterministic regressors are lost in the autoregressive
model.
In the classical regression model (1.10), all of these distributions have got
analytically known density functions. The coeﬃcient estimator ˆ α is unbiased
and normally distributed. The estimator ˆ σ2 has a rescaled χ2-distribution
with T − 1 degrees of freedom, and when multiplied by T/(T − 1) becomes
unbiased but loses the maximum likelihood property. Under H0, the t ratio
tα has a t distribution with T − 1 degrees of freedom (rescaled by the factor p
(T − 1)/T due to our choice of variance estimation in the denominator in tα,
cf. earlier remarks). Hence the distribution of tα does not depend on unknown
parameters, which allows similar testing. For greater detail, cf. Hamilton
(1994, p. 202-205).
By contrast,.in the Gaussian AR(1) model none of the estimators ˆ αT and
ˆ σ2
T or of the test statistics τT,κ T,L T and WT has standard analytical form.
Simulations for several sample sizes T show that these distributions are non-
symmetric, that the estimators are biased (Hamilton, 1994, p. 215-217), and
that the test statistics τT and κT are negatively biased. However, asymptoti-
cally ˆ αT and ˆ σ2
T are consistent.
1.3.4 Why use asymptotic quantiles?
Before discussing asymptotic distributions in the next subsection, we here ﬁrst
motivate the use of asymptotic quantiles in testing.
As already pointed out in Section 1.1.3, the asymptotic distribution of a
test statistic is, at least in unit root testing, often a good approximation of its
ﬁnite sample distribution, except for small sample size. Besides this, it is in
many situations convenient or even necessary to use asymptotic quantiles, as
is argued now.
The distribution of the errors ηt and the initial value X0 aﬀects the (ﬁnite
sample) distribution of all test statistics τT,κ T, LT and WT, but their limitingCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 15
distributions are the same for a wide range of error processes and regardless
of X0 (except for κT when |α0| > 1), cf. Section 1.3.6. In practice, the error
distribution is often little known. Even when it is known that the error process
belongs to a certain parametric class, then the ﬁnite sample distribution of
test statistics usually still depends on some unknown nuisance parameter(s),
so that a similar test is usually impossible. For instance, the Gaussian AR(1)
model (1.1)l e a v e su n k n o w nt h ee r r o rv a r i a n c eσ2, and the ﬁnite sample test
distributions depend on σ2 unless X0 =0 , as is seen later. For these reasons, the
correct determination of ﬁnite sample quantiles (by Monte-Carlo simulation)
may be diﬃcult or impossible. In such situations, rather than using ﬁnite
sample quantiles based on some more or less arbitrarily chosen error process,
it is often preferable (and easier) to conduct a test based on quantiles of the
limiting distribution. The latter is unambiguous, since the limiting distribution
of each test statistic is independent of the nuisance parameter σ2, allowing an
asymptotically similar test. The imprecision of the used quantiles then results
from the diﬀerence between the ﬁnite sample and the limiting distribution,
rather than from a wrongly speciﬁed error distribution.
From a practical perspective, the use of ﬁnite sample quantiles may also have
the inconvenience that tables may not be available for the particular needed
error distribution, initial value X0 and sample size T.
1.3.5 Asymptotic distributions
Now we come to the limiting distributions (under H0) of τT,κ T,L T and WT.I t
has already been discussed in Section 1.1.3 that in the unit root case of α0 =1
all test statistics have non-standard, non-symmetric limiting (“Dickey-Fuller”)
distributions which can be represented in terms of functionals of a Brownian
motion, cf. (1.4). These non-standard asymptotic distributions when α0 =1
a r ea ne x c e p t i o n ,a si ss e e ni nt h i ss e c t i o n .
By methods of characteristic functions, White (1958, 1959) shows that for
any α0 ∈ R both τT and κT have non-degenerate limiting distributions. Using
Laplace inversions, he is able to determine the limiting distributions provided
that |α0| 6=1 . Regarding τT, White (1959) ﬁnds τT
D → N(0,1) if |α0| 6=1 , as one
might expect from comparing with t testing in the regression with deterministic
regressors4.R e g a r d i n g κT, White (1958) shows that κT
D → N(0,1 − α2
0) if
|α0| < 1. If |α0| > 1, the limiting distribution is non-standard, except in the
4Indeed, the t distribution tends to N(0,1) as the degree of freedom tends
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case X0 =0where it is the Cauchy distribution; if X0 6=0 , the limiting density
of κT has the form f(z)=
P∞
k=0 ck(1+z2)−k−1, where the constants ck depend
on the ratio X0/σ2; the dependence on σ2 shows that κT does not lend itself to
an asymptotically similar test if |α0| > 1, i.e. if H0 is an explosive hypothesis.
Now consider the likelihood-based test statistics LT and WT, and let α0 be
arbitrary again. Since LT = W2
T, the limiting distribution of LT is the square
of that of WT (by the continuous mapping theorem, cf. Brockwell and Davis,
1998, p. 206). Moreover (as already mentioned for the case α0 =1 , cf. Section
1.1.3) WT has the same limiting distribution as τT, so that if |α0| 6=1then
WT
D → N(0,1) and LT
D → χ2(1). This asymptotic equivalence of WT and τT




the stochastic order OP(T−1), because ˆ σ2
T/˜ σ2
T
P → 1 and τT = OP(1).S o ,b ya
















Hence, by stochastic Taylor expansion yields
√
LT = |τT| + oP(1), so that
WT = sgn(ˆ αT − α0)(|τT| + oP(1)) = sgn(ˆ αT − α0)|τT| + oP(1) = τT + oP(1),
where we last used the deﬁnition of τT. In particular, WT and τT have the
same limiting distribution provided either variable converges in distribution
(Brockwell and Davis, 1998, p. 205).
1.3.6 Extensions: Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests and
Phillips-Perron tests
The importance of the analysed limiting distributions goes beyond the simple
Gaussian AR(1) model discussed so far. Indeed, the restrictive assumptions on
the distribution of Xt can be relaxed signiﬁcantly without aﬀecting the limiting
distributions of the unit root tests τT and κT provided that their deﬁnitions are
possibly adapted. We here brieﬂy mention the two main approaches, namely
that of (augmented) Dickey-Fuller tests and that of Phillips-Perron tests; for
more detail the reader is referred to Appendix C which gives a concise overview
of both approaches including the adapted deﬁnitions of τT and κT. The message
is that the Dickey-Fuller distributions studied by this thesis are relevant to very
general models provided that no deterministic level or trend is included.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 17
In the case that an AR(1) model with serially uncorrelated disturbances is
an inadequate representation of the data generating process, Dickey and Fuller
(1979, 1981) propose to control for serial correlation by including higher order
autoregressive terms5, hence considering for some p ≥ 1 the AR(p) process Xt,
t =0 ,...,T, satisfying:
(1.15) Xt = φ1Xt−1 + ... + φpXt−p + ηt,t = q,...,T,
where ηt is an independent identically distributed sequence with mean 0 and
ﬁnite fourth moment. In this model, Dickey and Fuller propose to test the
hypothesisthatthe“lagpolynomial”1−φ1z−...−φpzp possesses one “unit root”
z =1and p − 1 “stationary roots” |z| > 1. While this approach still supposes
the speciﬁcation of the autoregression order p, Phillips (1987) proposes a more
general non-parametric approach by keeping an AR(1) equation,
(1.16) Xt = αXt−1 + ηt,t =1 ,2,...,
but allowing for very generally autocorrelated and heterogeneously distributed
errors ηt.
While both generalisations do not aﬀe c tt h ea s y m p t o t i c so fu n i tr o o tt e s t s
(as redeﬁned in Appendix C), the inclusion of a deterministic level parameter
or of a linear trend parameter would aﬀect limiting test distributions6. Hence
the results of this thesis capture the generalisations (1.15) and (1.16), but do
not apply to models with included deterministics.
1.4 Conventions
• See Appendix A for special functions
• See Appendix B for Laplace and Fourier transforms on Rn, of Borel mea-
sures, integrable functions and random vectors.
General conventions:
5Dickey & Fuller (1981) and Phillips & Perron (1988) extend their respective
studies to models (not part of this thesis) that also contain a deterministic level
or linear trend.
6These cases are treated by Dickey & Fuller (1981) and Phillips & Perron
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• a := x means that the symbol a is deﬁned as the expression x.
• N := {0,1,2,...}, Z := {0,±1,±2,...} R+ := (0,∞), R− := (−∞,0).
• (−)n := (−1)n for all n ∈ Z.
Probability theory conventions:
• For any random variable Z in R or Rn we denote by FZ(z) its (cumu-
lative) distribution function and (if existent) by fZ(z) its (probability)
density function.
• YT
P → Y denotes the convergence in probability7 of the the random vari-
able YT to the (possibly constant) random variable Y as T →∞ .
• YT
D → L denotes the (weak) convergence of the distribution of the random
variable YT to L if L is a distribution, respectively to the distribution of
L if L is a random variable.
• Y
D = L means that the random variable Y has the distribution L.
• For a sequence of random variables YT and a deterministic sequence aT
the stochastic order notation is deﬁned as follows7 (Brockwell and Davis,
1991, p. 199):
YT = oP(aT) if and only if YT/aT
P → 0;
YT = OP(aT) if and only if YT/aT is bounded in probability, i.e. for all
ε>0 there exists a B(ε) > 0 such that P(|YT/aT| >B (ε)) <εfor all T.
A complex analysis convention
• When calling a function f of a real variable s (such as a density function)
“holomorphic” in s, we mean that f possesses an extension to a function
on a complex neighbourhood of s which is holomorphic in s.
7The symbol ”P” stands for the probability measure on the σ-algebra over
the underlying probability space Ω.Chapter 2
Series for Dickey-Fuller
Distributions
This chapter begins with the analysis of the limiting joint Laplace transform
of a suﬃcient statistic for our Gaussian model, calculated by White (1958).
Section 2.1 states White’s result and a few consequences, and then Section 2.2
proceeds with the derivation of general criteria on distribution functions on
Rn, which will imply the absolute continuity of the limiting distribution of the
suﬃcient statistic. In the sections 2.3 and 2.4 we derive our closed expressions
for the limiting distribution functions of the two considered test statistics. We
treat the normalised coeﬃcient estimator κT ﬁrst (cf. Section 2.3) since the
discussion is slightly less involved than for the t statistic τT (cf. Section 2.4).
2.1 The Laplace transform of the limiting suf-
ﬁcient statistics (R,S)
Consider the Gaussian AR(1) model (1.1). All probabilities are conditional on
X0. We consider testing the random walk hypothesis H0 : α =1 . The test













Since only the distributions of κT and τT interest us, we may assume that
σ2 =1after modifying X0. The reason is that κT and τT remain unchanged
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when each occurring X0,...,XT is divided by σ, so that κT and τT are functions
of X0/σ,...,XT/σ; and by (1.2) the distribution of each Xt/σ (and hence that
of κT and τT) depends on the pair X0,σ2 only through the ratio X0/σ. So one
of X0,σ2 can be restricted; more precisely, we replace the pair X0,σ 2 by the
pair X0/σ,1 without aﬀecting the distributions of κT and τT.
In the submodel where σ2 is set to 1 and α is the only parameter, the
statistics (RT,S T) is suﬃcient, while in the original model (RT,S T,σ2
T) is suf-
ﬁcient. While the joint density of (RT,S T) is analytically unknown, White
(1958) is able to calculate its joint Laplace transform1, E {exp(−uRT − vST)}
and derives the limit for T →∞ . H i sr e s u l tc a nb es t a t e da sf o l l o w s 2.
Theorem 2.1 (White, 1958, p. 1193) Let α = σ2 =1 . The Laplace transform
of (RT,S T) converges in a neighbourhood of the origin (u,v)=( 0 ,0) ∈ R2. So,
there exists a random vector (R,S) in R2 such that (RT,S T)
D → (R,S), and
in a neighbourhood of the origin (R,S) possesses a Laplace transform that is
given by:
E{exp(−uR − vS)} =l i m
T→∞















1This is possible as follows (where we assume for simplicity that X0 =0 ).
Both RT and ST are quadratic forms in Gaussian variables. If AT and BT
denote the T × T-matrices representing the quadratic forms RT resp. ST, and
if CT denotes the T ×T-covariance-matrix of the Gaussian vector (X1,...,XT)0













T +2 uAT +2 vBT)x
¶
dx,
and hence, using a known integration formula (Cramér (1946, p. 120),





T +2 uAT +2 vBT
¢−1/2 .
While det(CT) is easily seen to equal 1, the second determinant can be calcu-
lated via a diﬀerence equation.
2Minor diﬀerences result from the fact that White in fact uses the moment
generating function E{exp(uRT + vST)} (note the changed sign in the expo-
nential function), and that his deﬁnitions of RT and ST diﬀer by the factor
√
2
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From the continuous mapping theorem and σ2
T
P → 1 we deduce the following
corollary (which holds for general σ2 by the earlier remark).
Corollary 2.2 Under H0 : α =1 , we have τT
D → τ := R/
√
S and κT
D → κ :=
R/S, where (R,S) is as in Theorem 2.1.
Note that the Laplace transform in Theorem 2.1 is independent of X0 and
σ2, and hence so are the distributions of τ and κ under H0.
P r o o fo fT h e o r e m2 . 1 . The convergence of the Laplace transform is
shown by White (1958). The convergence in distribution follows from the con-
tinuity theorem for Laplace transforms respectively moment generating func-
tions3. Alternatively, one can argue using characteristic functions: Since the
characteristic function E {exp(iuRT + ivST)} converges for all (u,v) ∈ R2 and
since the limit is continuous in (u,v)=( 0 ,0), the vector (RT,S T) converge in
distribution by the continuity theorem for characteristic functions. QED.
Alternatively to White’s Fourier approach, the convergence in distribution
(for α =1 )can be deduced from Donsker’s invariance principle which pro-
vides an expression of (R,S) as a function of a standard Brownian motion
(B(t))t∈[0,1]:
(RT,S T)


























0 B(t)dB(t) is an (Itô) stochastic integral (e.g. Phillips, 1987). This
implies P(R>−1/2) = 1 and P(S>0) = 1.
The individual Laplace transforms of R and S are obtained by putting v =0
respectively u =0in (2.1):
E {exp(−uR)} = e
u/2 (1 + u)
−1/2 ,E {exp(−vS)} =c o s h
−1/2 √
2v.
The ﬁrst expression is the Laplace transform of a χ2(1)/2 − 1/2 distributed
variable, matching (2.2). From the second expression, we now deduce properties
of the distribution of S:
3See Curtis (1942) for the continuity theorem for one-dimensional Laplace
transforms, and Jensen & Nielsen (1996) for the generalisation to multi-
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Corollary 2.3 The limiting variable S possesses a density function fS(s) that
is a Schwartz function, i.e. is inﬁnitely many times diﬀerentiable with deriv-
ative f
(k)
S (s) of order o(|s|−n) as |s| →∞ , for any ﬁxed k,n ∈ N. Moreover,
fS(s)=0for s ≤ 0.
Before we prove this corollary, note that what is surprising is that, although
fS(s) cannot be holomorphic in each s ∈ R (since to the left of the origin fS(s)
becomes the function equal to 0), all derivatives f
(k)
S (s) exist, also in s =0 ,
implying a “smooth transition” at the origin. Since in s =0all left-side-
derivatives of fS(s) are 0, all right-side-derivatives are 0 too, and hence the
distribution of S dies out very fast at both extremities:
Corollary 2.4 For all n ∈ N,
(a) as s ↓ 0,f S(s)=o(sn) and hence FS(s)=o(sn),
(b) as s ↑∞ ,f S(s)=o(s−n) and hence FS(s)=1− o(s−n).
By contrast, consider a standard density such as the χ2(m) density. The
latter equals {Γ(m/2)2m/2}−1sm/2−1e−s/2 when s>0 and 0 when s ≤ 0; for
m ≤ 2 this density is discontinuous in s =0 ;for odd m>2 not all right-side-
derivatives in s =0exist, and for even m>2 all right-side derivatives in s =0
exist, but not all of them are 0.
P r o o fo fC o r o l l a r y2 . 3 .The Fourier transform of S is E{exp(−ivS)} =
cosh
−1/2 √
2iv, where the relevant holomorphic branch of this multifunction is
deﬁned by taking the value 1 in v =0 . We claim that this is a Schwartz function.
Note ﬁr s tt h a taT a y l o re x p a n s i o no fcosh shows that cosh
√
2iv is holomorphic
for all v ∈ R (in fact for all v ∈ C). Since cosh
√
2iv 6=0for all v ∈ R,i t
follows that E{exp(−ivS)} is holomorphic in each v ∈ R. In particular, all













it is clear that each derivative DkE{exp(−ivS)} has the form of a linear com-









a ∈ Z and b,c ∈ N, each of which is indeed of the order o(|v|−n) as |v| →∞ .
Now, call S(R) the “Schwartz-space” of all (complex-valued) Schwartz func-
tions on R. Fourier transformation, if restricted to functions in S(R), estab-
lishes a bijective (linear) transformation from S(R) onto itself (e.g. Werner,CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 23
1995, p. 168). Hence there is a (unique) Schwartz function g ∈ S(R) whose
Fourier transform is E {exp(−ivS)}. By the uniqueness theorem for Fourier
transforms of Borel measures (e.g. Petersen, 1983, p. 74, Corollary 3.9), the
(absolutely continuous4)B o r e lm e a s u r ed e ﬁned by the density function g must
be the probability distribution of S. QED.
2.2 Some general propositions on multivariate
distributions and the absolute continuity
of (R,S)
The absolute continuity4 of the joint distribution of (R,S), which seems nearly
as plausible as that of the individual R or S (for S cf. Corollary 2.3) and is
implicitly assumed in the literature, deserves an explicit proof. We now derive
criteria of general interest for the continuity5 (Proposition 2.6) and for the
absolute continuity4 (Propositions 2.5 and 2.8) of probability distributions on
Rn. These results will enable us to prove ﬁrst the continuity of (R,S) (cf.
Section 2.2.1) and later the absolute continuity of (R,S) (cf. Section 2.2.2).
2.2.1 Two general propositions and the continuity of
(R,S)
This section relies on arguments of Fourier Analysis. See Appendix B for the
deﬁnitions of Laplace and Fourier transforms of functions and Borel measures.
In this and the following subsection let n ∈ {1,2,...}.
In a slight digression we ﬁrst generalise a known criterion for the absolute
continuity4 of a probability distribution on Rn (Propositions 2.5), cf. Dietrich
(2002c). As this criterion is not applicable to the distribution of (R,S), we
then prove a second (related) general result (Proposition 2.6), cf. Dietrich
4A probability distribution P on Rn is called "absolutely continuous" (with
respect to the Lebesgue measure λn on Rn) if P(A)=0for all null-sets A ⊂ R2,
i.e. all (measurable) sets A ⊂ R2 of Lebesgue-Borel measure λn(A)=0 .T h e
theorem of Radon-Nikodym then implies the existence of a density f : Rn 7→ R
for P (with respect to the Lebesgue-Borel measure λn), i.e. P(A)=
R
A f(x)dx
for all measurable sets A ⊆ Rn.
5A probability distribution on Rn is continuous if its cumulative distribution
function is continuous on Rn. T h i sr e q u i r e m e n ti sw e a k e rt h a nt h a to fa b s o l u t e
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(2002c); the latter result does apply to (R,S) but is a criterion merely for (not
necessarily absolute) continuity5 of a distribution. Both criteria are based on
Laplace transforms and are proven using Fourier Transform Theory.
It is known (e.g. Breiman (1992, p. 178) or Lukacs (1960, p. 40)) that if P





is (absolutely) integrable over R, then P is absolutely continuous and possesses






exp(iux) ˆ P(u)du, ∀x ∈ R.
However, not all absolutely continuous distributions have Fourier transforms
of this kind, the obvious counterexample being when the density has a discon-
tinuity such for the χ2(1) distribution. In such cases, at least the continuity
(rather than the absolute continuity) of the distribution can often be deduced
using the criterion of Proposition 2.6 below.
First, let us formulate the mentioned known criterion more generally for
probability distributions P on (the Borel sets of) Rn and for the Laplace
transform.





Proposition 2.5 If the Laplace integral ¯ P of an arbitrary probability distrib-





¯ ¯ ¯ P(q + ia)
¯ ¯da < ∞,t h e nP possesses an everywhere continuous







0x) ¯ P(a)da (2.4)







0x) ¯ P(q + ia)da
for all x ∈ Rn.M o r e o v e r ,f(x)=o{exp(q0x)} as kxk2 →∞ .




1 + ... + x2
n for all x =( x1,...,xn) ∈ Rn,a n dt h er e l a t i o n









Proof. If P possesses a density given by (2.4), then f(x) is continuous
and satisﬁes f(x)=o{exp(q0x)} as kxk2 →∞ , because the Fourier integral
exp(−q0x)f(x)=
R
Rn exp(ia0x) ¯ P(q+ia)da is continuous and vanishes at inﬁnity
by the theorem of Riemann-Lebesgue (Petersen, 1983, p. 67, 74).
We now prove the existence of a density given by (2.4). We will see that
the statement can be reformulated in terms of Fourier transforms and follows
from a deep result of Fourier Analysis, namely that
(2.5) g(x)=( 2 π)
−nˆ ˆ g(−x),
where g is any tempered distribution, i.e. generalised function in the sense of a
linear continuous functional on the Schwartz space S(Rn). For reference, see
for instance Donoghue (1969, p. 134-149), or Petersen (1983, Section 2.7). In
the space S0(Rn) of tempered distributions are (among others) embedded all
bounded Borel measures (in particular L1(Rn)), and the Fourier transformation
on S0(Rn) is an extension of the Fourier transformation on the bounded Borel
measures Q given by the Fourier integral





In the particular case that in (2.5) g is a bounded Borel measure Q,t h eﬁrst
transform ˆ g = ˆ Q is given by the Fourier integral (2.6) while the second trans-
form ˆ ˆ g = ˆ ˆ Q is in general the Fourier transform of the tempered distribution ˆ Q
since ˆ Q need not be (absolutely) integrable over Rn.N o wl e tQ be the Borel
measure Q := exp(−q0x)P with Fourier transform ˆ Q(a)= ¯ P(q + ia). By as-
sumption, this Borel measure (which is bounded since Q(Rn)= ˆ Q(0) < ∞)
has (absolutely) integrable Fourier transform:
R
Rn | ˆ Q(ia)|da < ∞; hence even
the second transform ˆ ˆ g = ˆ ˆ Q is given by Fourier integration. So, in (2.5) we
know that ˆ ˆ g and hence g are functions in the standard sense (respectively ab-
solutely continuous distributions), and by (2.5) a density for g = Q is givenCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 26
by the Fourier integral fQ(x): =( 2 π)−n R
Rn exp(ia0x) ˆ Q(a)da. Hence the prob-
ability measure P =e x p ( q0x)Q is also absolutely continuous and its density
f(x)=e x p ( q0x)fQ(x) becomes (2.4). QED.
Proposition 2.5 does not apply to the distribution PR,S of (R,S). As is
easily seen from White’s Laplace transform ¯ PR,S(u,v) (Theorem 2.1), if v is
ﬁxed then | ¯ PR,S(u,v)| is of the order as high as |u|−1/2 as |u| →∞in C, and
hence the relevant absolute integral in Proposition 2.5 is inﬁnite.
We now derive a criterion for continuity5 of distributions which can be used
either in (rare) cases of continuous but not absolutely continuous distributions
or in many cases of absolutely continuous distributions for which Proposition
2.5 does not apply such as when the density has a discontinuity. The criterion
is based on the Laplace transform of a (cumulative) distribution function7 F :
Rn 7→ R,





as opposed to the Laplace transform (2.3) of the associated probability measure




¯ P(a), where a =( a1,...,an);
more precisely, if ¯ F exists in a ∈ Cn (with Reai > 0 ∀i), then so does ¯ P,a n d
one has (2.8).
Proposition 2.6 If the Laplace integral ¯ F of an arbitrary distribution function





¯ ¯ ¯ F(q + ia)
¯ ¯da < ∞,t h e nF is everywhere







0x) ¯ F(a)da (2.9)







0x) ¯ F(q + ia)da
for all x ∈ Rn.M o r e o v e r ,F(x)=o{exp(q0x)} as kxk2 →∞ .
7The term "(cumulative) distribution function" is here always used with
respect to a probability measure P on Rn. It is deﬁned by F(x1,...,x n): =
P((−∞,x 1] × ... × (−∞,x n]), is continuous from above and tends to 0 and 1
as (x1,...,xn) tends to (−∞,...,−∞) respectively to (∞,...,∞).CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 27
Proof. Consider the function
(2.10) f(x): =e x p ( −q
0x)F(x)
which has Fourier transform given by ˆ f(a)= ¯ F(q + ia). Using the same ar-
gument than in the proof of Proposition 2.5, the (absolute) integrability of ˆ f
implies that f can be retrieved from ˆ f via the Fourier (inversion) integral; more













0x) ¯ F(q + ia)da.
We have to show that f(x)=g(x) for all x ∈ Rn, which by (2.10) implies the
continuity of F and the claimed representation for F.L e tx ∈ Rn. We show that
f(x)=g(x). Since f and g coincide almost everywhere there exists a sequence
(xn)n∈N in Rn such that xn ↓ x and f(xn)=g(xn) for all n ∈ N.By the
continuity of g we have g(x) = limn→∞g(xn), and by the continuity from above
of the distribution function F and hence of f we have f(x) = limn→∞f(xn),
implying that f(x)=g(x). QED.
Note that the inversion formulae of both Propositions are (proper) Lebesgue-
integrals which (by Fubini’s theorem) can be decomposed into n one-dimensional
Laplace inversion integrals, the order being arbitrary. For instance, in Propo-
























x2a2 ¯ F(a1,a 2)da2.
Before applying Proposition 2.6 to FR,S, some remarks to this proposition
are appropriate:
1. Although continuous, F need not be absolutely continuous and hence
need not possess a density.
2. The Laplace transform of a distribution function can only exist in points
q ∈ Rn with only positive coordinates, i.e. q must lay in Rn
+. Ac l a s so f
distribution functions F for which ¯ F(q) exists in every q ∈ Rn
+ is the class of
distribution functions F that die outside some set of the form B := [y1,∞) ×
...×[yn,∞) where (y1,...,yn) ∈ Rn, i.e. B has probability 1: indeed, if F(x)=0
for x/ ∈ B the Laplace integral ¯ F(q) is in fact an integral over B rather than RnCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 28
a n de x i s t si ne a c hq ∈ Rn
+. This situation is given for the distribution function
FR,S since (R,S) falls into (−1/2,∞) × R+ with probability 1.
3. In practice, Proposition 2.6 should apply to most Laplace transforms ¯ F
— if existent in some q ∈ Rn —o fabsolutely continuous distribution functions
F, so that at least the continuity of F can be derived. Indeed, if ¯ F exists on
q+(iR)n (where q ∈ Rn
+) then the Laplace transform ¯ P of P := dF also exists
on q+(iR)n, and by the theorem of Riemann-Lebesgue (Petersen, 1983, p. 67,
74) the function a 7→ ¯ P(q + ia) from Rn 7→ C vanishes as kak2 →∞ ; hence it
should usually be (but not always is) the case that the function
a 7→ ¯ F(q + ia)=
1
(q1 + ia1)(q2 + ia2)···(qn + ian)
¯ P(q + ia)
is absolutely integrable over Rn.
4. One might be tempted to deduce even the absolute continuity of F
by diﬀerentiating under the integral in (2.9). This, however, is allowed only
when the diﬀerentiated integrand is absolutely integrable, which (using (2.8))
is precisely when already Proposition 2.5 applies. However, if the integral in
(2.9) can be calculated analytically then a proof of absolute continuity and the
derivation of a density is often possible by diﬀerentiating the (integral-free)
expression for F(x). Alternatively, after decomposing the integral (2.9) into
one-dimensional inversions as in (2.11) and analytically solving some of these
inversions, it may be that the absolute continuity and a density expression now
are derivable since diﬀerentiation under the (remaining) integrals may now be
a l l o w e d .P r e c i s e l yt h i si sd o n ew i t hFR,S in the remainder of Section 2.2.
By Remark 2, the distribution function FR,S of the limiting statistic (R,S)
possesses a Laplace transform ¯ FR,S(u,v) in each (u,v) ∈ C2 satisfying Reu>0





















where the formula of Theorem 2.1 is used (extended analytically to any Reu>0
and Rev>0). We now show that ¯ FR,S satisﬁes the condition of Proposition
2.6, and more precisely that
R
R2
¯ ¯ ¯ FR,S(1 + ia1,1+ia2)
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¯ ¯ ¯ FR,S(1 + ia1,1+ia2)
¯ ¯ <C |1+a2
1|−3/4e−
√
|a2|/2 for some constant C>0,
so that we deduce that
R
R2
¯ ¯ ¯ FR,S(1 + ia1,1+ia2)
¯ ¯d(a1,a 2) < ∞. Therefore,
Proposition 2.6 implies:
Corollary 2.7 The distribution function FR,S on R2 of (R,S) is continuous.
2.2.2 A general proposition and the absolute continuity
of (R,S)
We now proceed to the proof of the absolute continuity of (R,S) which again
follows from a general criterion (Proposition 2.8).
Unlike probability density functions, (cumulative) distribution functions7
on Rn are little common in the literature when n ≥ 2. Under quite weak
conditions we now state a general property which generalises an elementary
property of one-dimensional distribution functions, namely that its continuous
diﬀerentiability on some open set D ⊆ R of probability 1 implies its absolute
continuity. The proposition is later applied to FR,S.
Proposition 2.8 Let F be a distribution function on Rn (n =1 ,2,...)w i t h
associated probability measure P := dF. Suppose that there exist an open set
D ⊆ Rn and a permutation i1,...,in of 1,...,n, such these conditions hold:
(i) P(D)=1 .
(ii) The nth order partial derivative dn
dxin...dxi1F(x1,...,x n) exists for all (x1,...,
xn) ∈ D and deﬁnes a continuous function on D.
Then F is absolutely continuous and a density is given by the function
deﬁned as dn
dxin...dxi1F(x1,...,xn) for (x1,...,xn) ∈ D and as 0 elsewhere.
Some remarks:
1. Surprisingly, we need not assume that the restriction F|D of F on D
is a Cn(D)-function, i.e. is n times continuously diﬀerentiable. Of course, ifCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 30
F|D ∈ Cn(D) then all mth order partial derivatives exist and are continuous,
implying (ii).
2. The density f may be discontinuous (e.g. tend to ∞) on part or all of
the boundary of D.
3. As an arbitrary open set, D may be bounded or unbounded (e.g. D =
Rn), and may be connected or the union of disjoint open connected sets. The
only impossible open set is D = ∅, since P(D)=1 .
Proof. For technical simplicity we assume that im = m for all m =1 ,...,n.
T h eg e n e r a lc a s ec a nb ep r o v e da n a l o g o u s l y .W eh a v et op r o v et h a tt h ef u n c t i o n
f(x1,...,x n): =
½ dn
dxn...dx1F(x1,...,x n) if (x1,...,xn) ∈ D,
0 if (x1,...,xn) / ∈ D,
is a density of P = dF.














i < ∞∀ i =1 ,...,n,
where, of course, the superscripts in x1
i and x2
i are indices, not powers. Write
Hm for the mth order (partial) diﬀerential operator dm
dxm...dx1, where m =0 ,...,n.








is well deﬁned because f is continuous on the closure ¯ R of R. We show that






















and the idea is to apply the fundamental theorem of calculus n times, a
formal proof being again by induction. First, we know by assumption that





In particular, HnF(x1,...,xn) is continuous with respect to xn ∈ [x1
n,x 2
n], so thatCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 31






















Further, the continuity of the integrand HnF(x1,...,x n) with respect to (x1,...,
xn) ∈ [x1
1,x 2
1] × ... × [x1
n,x 2
n] implies the continuity of the integral (2.14) with
respect to (x1,...,xn−1) ∈ [x1
1,x 2
1] × ... × [x1
n−1,x 2
n−1] (Forster, 1984, p. 82,













































n dxnHnF(x1,...,x n) with respect




n−1] implies the continuity of the integral
(2.15) with respect to (x1,...,xn−2) ∈ [x1
1,x 2
1] × ... × [x1
n−2,x 2
n−2].


















This coincides precisely with P(R), as a straightforward generalisation of the





2. To conclude, note ﬁrst that f(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ D: Indeed, if there were
an x ∈ D with f(x) < 0, then by the continuity of f on D there would exist
a (small) semi-open rectangle R around x such that f(y) < 0 for all y ∈ R,
implying the contradiction P(R)=I(R)=
R
R f(x)dx < 0.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 32
Since f is a (measurable) non-negative function on D, a positive possibly
unbounded (Borel-)measure on D can be deﬁned by µ(B): =
R
B f(x)dx for
Borel-sets B ⊆ D. By 1., µ coincides with P on the system E of all semi-open
rectangles R ⊂ D. Since E i sag e n e r a t i n gs y s t e mf o rt h eB o r e l - σ-algebra over
D and since E is σ-ﬁnite and closed under ﬁnite intersections (A,B ∈ E implies
A ∩ B ∈ E), the measures µ and P even coincide on all Borel sets in D by the
uniqueness theorem for measure extensions (Billingsley,1986, p. 160, Theorem
10.3). So P is an absolutely continuous measure with density f. QED.
We are now in a position to deduce the absolute continuity of FR,S.
Theorem 2.9 (R,S) has an absolutely continuous distribution. It possesses a
density fR,S(r,s) that is continuous on (−1/2,∞) × R+ and is 0 elsewhere.
Proof. The set D := (−1/2,∞) × R+ has the form prescribed in Propo-
sition 2.8. By this proposition it is suﬃcient to show that for all (r,s) ∈ D the
derivative d2
dsdr FR,S(r,s) exists and is continuous on D.































In this, the inner inversion is straightforward: it is the inversion, taken in
r +1 /2, of a function of the form au−1 (1 + ub)
−1/2 , with constants a :=
cosh
−1/2 √








2v. But a(1 + ub)
−1/2 is the Laplace
transform of a rescaled χ2(1) density, and hence au−1 (1 + ub)
−1/2 is the Laplace


































































In this, the integrand of the outer integral is (partially) diﬀerentiable with



























For ﬁxed s, the function v 7→ g(v,r,s) is (with respect to r) locally uniformly
bounded by a (with respect to v ∈ 1+iR) integrable function8, so that the









g(v,r,s)dv, (r,s) ∈ D.
This "diﬀerenciability under the integral sign" is a consequence of the domi-
nated convergence theorem; see for instance Jones (1993, p. 154). We now use
this argument a second time: the integrand g(v,r,s) is (partially) diﬀerentiable
with respect to each s>0, with derivative d
dsg(v,r,s)=vg(v,r,s). For ﬁxed
r, the function v 7→ vg(v,r,s) is (with respect to s) locally uniformly bounded
by a (with respect to v ∈ 1+iR)i n t e g r a b l ef u n c t i o n 8,s ot h a t d
drFR,S(r,s) is









vg(v,r,s)dv, (r,s) ∈ D.
Finally, the integrand vg(v,r,s) is continuous in the pair (r,s) ∈ D, and the
function v 7→ vg(v,r,s) is (with respect to (r,s)) locally uniformly bounded
by a (with respect to v ∈ 1+iR) integrable function8, so that the integral
d
dsdrFR,S(r,s) is continuous in (r,s) ∈ D; this argument follows immediately
from the dominated convergence theorem. QED.
8Af u n c t i o nh(v,t), where v ∈ 1+iR and t b e l o n g st os o m em e t r i cs p a c e
T , is "locally uniformly bounded by an integrable function" if each t0 ∈ T
possesses a neighbourhood A 3 t0 and there exists a positive function ¯ h(v) not
depending on t, such that ¯ h(v) is integrable (over v ∈ 1+iR) and satisﬁes
|h(v,t)| ≤ ¯ h(v) ∀t ∈ A and ∀v ∈ 1+iR.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 34
Corollary 2.10 The distribution functions Fτ and Fκ are continuous.
Proof. Let z ∈ R. It is to be shown that P(τ = z)=0and P(κ = z)=0 .
We have P(τ = z)=P((R,S) ∈ Bz) where Bz is the Borel set Bz := {(r,s) ∈
(−1/2,∞) × R+|r = z
√
s}.S i n c e Bz has Lebesgue-measure λ2(Bz)=0 , the
absolute continuity of (R,S) implies that P((R,S) ∈ Bz)=0 . The argument
for P(κ = z)=0is analogous. QED.
2.3 The normalised coeﬃcient estimator
We ﬁrst analyse the limiting variable κ = R/S (cf. Corollary 2.2 above) since
the derivations are slightly easier than for τ = R/
√
S. O u rf o c u si so nt h e
(cumulative) distribution function Fκ(z): =P(κ ≤ z) where z ∈ R for which we
derive closed expressions (cf. Dietrich 2002a). (The density fκ(z) is discussed
in Section 2.5.) We distinguish between the cases z =0 ,z<0 and z>0.T h e
case z =0is known and trivial (cf. Section 2.3.1). For z<0, Section 3.3.2
r e c a p i t u l a t e sA b a d i r ’ s( 1 9 9 3 )f o r m u l af o rFκ(z), carefully stating the properties
used such as the continuity of Fκ (Corollary 2.10) which Abadir implicitly
assumes. We also prove a new related formula for Fκ(z) which will later be
seen to have some numerical advantages, such as in particular the existence of
a comfortable truncation criterion for the inner series. For z>1/2, Section
3.3.3 derives two formulae which are the ﬁrst such expressions for positive z;
the validity of the latter formulae when 0 <z≤ 1/2 can be conjectured, but we
are unable to give a proof. While the formulae of Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 each
contain two inﬁnite series and one ﬁnite sum, Section 3.3.4 derives an expression
with only one inﬁnite series, but two ﬁnite sums, valid for z<0.A l ld e r i v e d
formulae (except when z =0 )contain the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ)
(see Appendix A).
2.3.1 Case of z =0
We have Fκ(0) = P(R/S ≤ 0) = P(R ≤ 0). Since R has χ2(1)/2 − 1/2
distribution, Fκ(0) is the probability that a χ2(1)/2 − 1/2 variable is at most



















≈ 0.682689492137.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 35
2.3.2 Case of z 6=0 : applying Gurland’s theorem
Let z 6=0 . Abadir (1993) uses Gurland’s (1948, p. 229-230, Theorem 1) general
tool for the derivation of the distribution of a ratio. This tool applies as follows
to κ = R/S. By noting that Fκ(z)=P(κ ≤ z)=P(Q ≤ 0) = FQ(0) where
Q := R − zS, Gurland proves an inversion formula which (after a change of

























w h e r et h eL a p l a c et r a n s f o r mo fQ f o l l o w sf r o mt h a to f(R,S) via exp(−vQ)=
exp(−vR + vzS). N o w ,t h el e f th a n ds i d ei sFκ(z) by the continuity of Fκ































The power series of cosh and sinh show that the integrand is holomorphic in
a neighbourhood of v =0except in v =0w h e r ei th a sas i m p l ep o l ew i t h
residual 1. Hence (2πi)−1 times its integral along the counter-clockwise semi-
circle reiθ,θ∈ [−π/2,π/2] tends to 1/2 times its residue in v =0 , i.e. to 1/2,



























and the path Pε is the union of the straight line (−i∞,−iε), the counter-
clockwise semi-circle θ 7→ εeiθ,θ∈ [−π/2,π/2], and the straight line (iε,i∞).
The parameter ε>0 has to be chosen small enough so that the integrand
has no singularity between the imaginary axis and Pε, nor on Pε.T h ec o m p l e xCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 36
Figure 2.1: The path Pε
square root
√
ζ is interpreted as having the argument θ/2 where θ := arg(ζ) ∈
(−π,π].
In (2.20), despite the square roots, the expression in brackets is an entire
function of v ∈ C which is real on v ∈ R and takes the value 1 at v =0 . This
can be seen from the power series of cosh and sinh. The entire function is raised
to the power −1/2, so that the integrand in G(z) becomes a multi-function of
v w h o s eb r a n c hp o i n t sa r et h en u l l s( i fe x i s t e n t )o ft h ee n t i r ef u n c t i o n . T h e
relevant branch is determined by having positive value (at least) in a real
neighbourhood of v =0 . This is because exp(−vQ) — if existent — is positive
for real v. Besides branch points (if existent), the only other singularity of the
integrand is the simple pole v =0 .
2.3.3 Case of z<0: Abadir’s and a related formula for
Fκ(z)
It is helpful to be quite explicit and precise about the steps of the following
derivation which is largely identical for Abadir’s and our new formula for Fκ(z)
where z<0. This will help understanding the additional diﬃculties encoun-
tered in the next section where z>0.
The starting point of the expansions of both this section (where z<0) and

























































Now assume that z<0. Then the function (2.21) has no nulls: Indeed, since
Re
√
v ≥ 0,t h eﬁrst bracket is obviously non-zero, and the second bracket is
non-zero because
(2.22)














v/z|. Hence the integrand in (2.20) has no singularities
other than the pole v =0 , and no care has to be taken in the choice of Pε. By
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which is possible because |1 −
√
v/z| > 1 for v ∈ Pε. Applying again the









































Since the new path P0
ε like Pε goes from −i∞ to i∞ b yp a s s i n gt ot h er i g h t
of the singularity 0, the last integral is recognized as a Laplace inverse which
can be expressed in terms of the parabolic cylinder function, cf. Prudnikov
and Brychkov and Marichev, 1992, p. 52, 10. After substituting the resulting
expression of Ijk(z) into G(z), and remembering that Fκ(z)=G(z) for z<
0, Abadir’s formula for Fκ(z) is obtained as given by the ﬁrst expression in
Theorem 2.11 below.
Given that the author is unable to give a simple upper bound for the er-
ror from truncating the series in k of Abadir’s expression, we now derive a
new formula (second expression in Theorem 2.11) by choosing slightly diﬀerent
































































































































is 0 if 1 ≤ l ≤ k and is (−)k if l =0 . Note that if k ≥ j t h el a s ts u m
is empty and c(j,k)=1 . Some nice representations of c(j,k) are proven soon
(Proposition 2.12)
The new expression for Fκ(z) follows by combining (2.28) with (2.23), (2.20)
and (2.19), and then applying the dominated convergence theorem and again
expressing the termwise integral in terms of the parabolic cylinder function as
in Prudnikov and Brychkov and Marichev (1992, p. 52, 10):
Theorem 2.11 Let z<0 and put y :=
p
2|z|. The limiting distribution func-
tion of κ satisﬁes Fκ(z)=
P∞






































kD−k−3/2 (y(2j +3 /2)).
Here c(j,k) is given by (2.29) or Proposition 2.12 below and equals 1 if k ≥ j.
See Appendix A for the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ). The ﬁrst ex-
pression diﬀers from Abadir’s (1993, p. 1062, (2.8)) expression only in that he
considers κ/
√
2 instead of κ (resulting in a diﬀerent deﬁnition of y), a n di nt h a t
we have interchanged the summations in l and k, and in that Abadir expresses
j2−j/2−7/16 as (2j+1/2)2/2−(2j+3/2)2/4 which allows (in both formulae)
to identify the hypergeometric function K(p,ζ): =eζ2/4Dp(ζ).
As an advantage of the second expression, the coeﬃcient c(j,k) can be
expressed in terms of special functions where the expression (2.32)-(2.33) below
contains desirable numerical properties (cf. Section 4.4):
Proposition 2.12 If j ≤ k then c(j,k)=1 . If j>kthen c(j,k) can beCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 40























2F1(−k,j − k;j − k +1 ;−1) (2.32)
=( −)
j−k j!




l!(k − l)!(l + j − k)
, (2.33)












Note that if p,q =1 ,2,... then βζ(p,q) is an entire9 functions of ζ ∈ C
whose value is uniquely given by the integral
R ζ
0 tp−1(1 − t)q−1 dt.
Proof of Proposition 2.12. Let j>k .One easily derives the equality
of the right hand side of (2.30) to (2.31), and the equality of the right hand
side of (2.32) to (2.33). Moreover, (2.31) can be transformed into (2.29) by
substituting l − k − 1 for l. Further, the expression with 2F1(.,.;.;2) equals
the expression with β2(p,q), and the expression with 2F1(.,.;.;−1) equals the
expression with β−1(p,q), see Erdélyi (1953), vol. 1, p. 87.
The proof is completed by showing that the expression with β2(.,.) equals
that with β−1(.,.). First, we decompose:











Using the relation β(p,q)=Γ(p)Γ(q)/Γ(p + q) and substituting t =1− s in
the last integral,
β2(k +1 ,j− k)=
k!(j − k − 1)!
j!
− β−1(j − k,k +1 ) . QED.
9That means, these functions are holomorphic on the entire plane ζ ∈ C. In
particular, they are single-valued and hence uniquely deﬁned.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 41
For numerical purposes, let us consider the magnitude of c(j,k). The second
beta expression for c(j,k) allows to derive this bound:
















































2.3.4 Case of z>0: two formulae for Fκ(z)
Now assume that z>0. In order to derive formulae for Fκ(z) we again start
with the series expansion (2.23). However, this expansion may not converge
since for z>0 the inequality (2.22) may not hold for all v on the integration
path Pε. In Lemma 2.14 we prove that, for suitable ε, the expansion works
provided that z>1/2. Although this expansion of the integrand in the integral
(2.20) for G(z) diverges on part of Pε when 0 <z≤ 1/2, numerical tests
indicate that (a) after applying the integration to the individual summands of
the integrand expansion the series now converges for all z>0, and that (b)
the limit is indeed G(z) even when z ≤ 1/2. However, the author is unable to
prove (a) and (b), and hence the correctness when 0 <z≤ 1/2 of this section’s
formulae for Fκ(z) is left as an unproven conjecture. Note that if (a) was true
then (b) would be no surprise since the limit in (a), say ¯ G(z), is likely to deﬁne
a holomorphic function in a neighbourhood of each z ∈ R+, just as G(z) does
by (2.20); if so, then the identity ¯ G(z)=G(z) which holds for z ∈ (1/2,∞)
even holds for z ∈ R+ by the identity theorem of complex analysis (Priestley,
1990, p. 73).CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 42
Lemma 2.14 Assume that z>1/2. Then in (2.20) the parameter ε can be
chosen such that the path Pε satisﬁes the inequality (2.22).
Proof. We have to prove that there is an ε := ε(z) > 0 such that
(i) the integrand of (2.20) has no singularity on v ∈ {ζ|Reζ ≥ 0 and |ζ| ≤ ε},
and
(ii) the inequality (2.22) holds for v ∈ Pε.
T h e s ec o n d i t i o n sh o l di f
(iii) the inequality (2.22) holds for v ∈ Pε ∪ {ζ|Reζ ≥ 0 and |ζ| ≤ ε}.
Indeed, (iii) immediately implies (ii). Regarding (i), since the singularities
of (2.20) (except v =0 )are the nulls of (2.21), we have to show that no
















So we have to prove the existence of an ε := ε(z) > 0 satisfying (iii). Since
v belongs to Pε ∪ {ζ|Reζ ≥ 0 and |ζ| ≤ ε} if and only if w :=
√
v belongs
to {ζ|argζ = ±π/4} ∪ {ζ| − π/4 ≤ argζ ≤ π/4 and |ζ| ≤
√
ε}, we may
equivalently prove the existence of a δ>0 such that:
(iv)
¯ ¯ ¯e−4w 1+w/z
1−w/z
¯ ¯ ¯ < 1 for all w ∈ {ζ|argζ = ±π/4}∪{ζ|−π/4 ≤ argζ ≤ π/4
and |ζ| ≤ δ}.

























In this, since z>1/2 we have 4 − 2/z > 0. Hence there exists a δ>0 such
that the inequality in (iv) holds at least for w ∈ {ζ| − π/4 ≤ argζ ≤ π/4 and
|ζ| ≤ δ}.
We now show that the inequality also holds when w ∈ {ζ|argζ = ±π/4}.
Such a w can be written as t(1 ± i) for some real t>0. Without loss of
generality we assume that argw =+ π/4, i.e. w = t(1 + i): indeed, if theCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 43
inequality holds for w it also holds for the complex conjugate w = t(1 − i),
because ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯e
−4w1+w/z
1 − w/z
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ =
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
e−4w1+w/z
1 − w/z
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
=
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯e
−4w1+w/z
1 − w/z
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯.
Putting w = t(1 + i)=zs(1 + i) (with s := t/z), we calculate
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯e
−4w1+w/z
1 − w/z
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
2
= e
−8zsRe(1+i) (1 + s)2 + s2
(1 − s)2 +( −s)2 = e
−8zs1+2 s +2 s2
1 − 2s +2 s2.
To show that this is smaller than 1 for all s>0, we may put z =1 /2; indeed,
since the expression is decreasing in z, if the inequality holds for z =1 /2 then
it does so too for every z>1/2. H e n c ei ti ss u ﬃcient to prove that
(2.35) e
−4s1+2 s +2 s2
1 − 2s +2 s2 < 1 for all s>0.
We ﬁrst show this in in a neighbourhood of the origin s =0 .B y a 3rd order



















A f t e rs u b s t i t u t i n gt h i sb o u n di n( 2 . 3 5 ) ,a n dt h e no ne a c hs i d em u l t i p l y i n gb y








(1 + 2s +2 s
2) − (1 − 2s +2 s
2) < 0.
By expanding the product and simplifying, the terms in s0,s 1 and s2 cancel
out, so that, after dividing by 8s3/3, we obtain
8s
3 +2 s − 1 < 0,




12−3 +1 6 −2 +1 6 −1 −
3
q√
12−3 +1 6 −2 − 16−1 ≈ 0.341164.
For the case that s ≥ s0 we need a diﬀerent approach to show (2.35). Since
the denominator 1−2s+2s2 of (2.35) is minimal in s =1 /2 where it takes the
value 2(1/2)2 − 2/2+1=1 /2, it is suﬃcient to show that
2e
−4s(1 + 2s +2 s
2) < 1 for all s ≥ s0.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 44
This inequality holds for s = s0 since 2e−4s0(1 + 2s0 +2 s2
0) ≈ 0.978503. Hence
















By assuming that z>1/2 we can now proceed with the derivation of
formulae for Fκ(z). By Lemma 2.14 we can make the same expansion in j




















When z<0, this could be calculated by writing v−1 as v−1/2 times a descending
power series in 1−
√
v/z, cf. (2.27). However, if z>0 then neither a descending
nor an ascending power series in 1 −
√
v/z is possible, because |1 −
√
v/z| can
become both smaller than 1 (for v on the circular part of Pε) and greater than
1 (for large v). We will tackle this problem by transforming the path.
Note ﬁrst that Pε goes from −i∞ to i∞ by passing between the two branch
points v =0and v = z2. In order to turn the branch point v =0i n t oap o l eo f
order 1, we substitute
√
















where as shown in Figure 2.2 the notation ”
R (a+)
∞ ” respectively ”
R (a−)
∞ ” stands
for integration along a path going from ∞ to ∞ by encircling the point a ∈ C
(and no other point b which is a singularity to the left of a, i.e. Reb<Rea) in
the counter-clockwise respectively clockwise sense and such that |arg(a−w)| <
π for w on the path.
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Figure 2.2: The paths of the integrals in (2.36) (full line) and (2.37) (dashed
line).
In this integral, the path (Figure 2.2) can be chosen such that |1 − w/z| > 1,











































Notice that the integral is now in the counter-clockwise sense (which changes
the sign of the integral) and that the integral encircles z instead of 0 since 0 is












By Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1994), p. 1092, 9.242, 1., the last integral can be






l+k+1/2Dl+k+1/2 (y(2j +3 /2))
Γ(l + k +3 /2)













































kDl+k+1/2 (y(2j +3 /2))






































sj =l i m s↑1(1 + s)−1/2 =2 −1/2. Finally, by inter-
changing the summations in l and k and remembering that Fκ(z)=1− G(z),
we have proven our closed formula.
As in the case of negative z, as e c o n df o r m u l af o rFκ(z) (with certain numer-
ical advantages discussed in Section 4.4) can be obtained by choosing slightly
diﬀerent expansions in l =0 ,...,j and k =0 ,...,∞. The derivation of this sec-
ond formula is analogous to that of the ﬁr s tf o r m u l a ,b u tw i t ht h es u m si nl
and k modiﬁed in the same way as done when z<0.
Theorem 2.15 Let z>1/2 and put y :=
√
2z. The limiting distribution func-
tion of κ satisﬁes Fκ(z)=−1+
P∞
























Dl+k+1/2 (y(2j +3 /2))
















Here c(j,k) is given by (2.29) or Proposition 2.12 and equals 1 if k ≥ j.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 47
See Appendix A for the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ). As mentioned
earlier, based on numerical tests the author believes that these formulae also
hold when 0 <z≤ 1/2. By noting that j2−j/2−7/16 = (2j+3/2)2/4−2j−1,
one can identify Abadir’s hypergeometric function K(p,ζ): =eζ2/4Dp(ζ) in
both formulae.
2.3.5 Case of z<0:af o r m u l af o rFκ(z) involving a single
series
Assume that z<0. T h ef o r m u l at ob ed e r i v e dh e r ec o n t a i n so n l yo n ei n ﬁnite
series; this facilitates the numerical treatment.
In order to avoid the second inﬁnite series (in k)w es t a r tw i t had i ﬀerent




















By Cauchy’s theorem, the path
√
Pε can be replaced by the path (b − i∞,b+
i∞), where b is is arbitrary positive. The reason is that the integrand is
holomorphic on Rew>0 and is of suﬃciently small order as |w| →∞and




















which after choosing b suﬃciently large that
(2.39) ρ := sup









¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ : w ∈ C and Rew = b
¾
< 1,





















































































j for Rew = b.





















Theorem 2.17 Let z<0 and put y :=
p
|2z|. The limiting distribution func-
























× exp(−(j + l − k +1 /4)
2y
2)D−k−3/2(2(j + l − k +1 /4)y).
See Appendix A for the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ).
Proof. To calculate the termwise integral Fj(z) of Lemma 2.16 we expand






























−4(j+l−k+1/4)w.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 49









This integral is calculated in Lemma B.1, yielding the claimed formula. QED.
2.4 The t statistic
This section discusses closed expressions for the limiting distribution function
Fτ(z) of the t ratio in our model. Section 2.4.1 treats the trivial (known) case
z =0 . All following sections apply to the case z<0, while the author (like
A b a d i r )i su n a b l et od e r i v ec l o s e df o r m u l a ew h e nz>0. Note that the case
z<0 is the more important one since it is needed to derive quantiles for testing
against the alternatives |α| < 1 (stationarity) or α<1, while the case z>0
would be useful for the (less common) alternative of an explosive root α>1.
For z<0 we discuss Abadir’s (1995) and a new (cf. Dietrich, 2001) closed
formula for Fτ(z), both contained in Theorem 2.22 (cf. Section 2.4.4). In the
new formula the inner series has the numerically desirable Leibniz property.
Regarding Abadir’s derivation we prove a non-trivial interchangeability of in-
tegration and summation (cf. Section 2.4.2 and Appendix D), and present an
alternative proof which avoids a step that is unclear to me (cf. Section 2.4.3).
Finally, Section 2.4.5 gives an asymptotic expansion of Fτ(z) when z →− ∞
(cf. Dietrich, 2001).
2.4.1 Case of z =0
Like for Fκ(0) (cf. Section 2.3.1), we have Fτ(0) = P(R/
√
S ≤ 0) = P(R ≤ 0),
which by R




2.4.2 Case of z<0: the limiting density fτ(z) as a sum
of integrals
From now on assume that z<0. In Section 2.2 we have shown that (R,S) is
absolutely continuous, and that (at least) for (r,s) ∈ D := (−1/2,∞) × R+ aCHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 50









vg(v,r,s)dv, (r,s) ∈ D
where g(v,r,s) is given by (2.16). In this, the integrand vg(v,r,s) possesses a

















































where the inversion integral is principal value integral which may be applied
because the function r → vg(v,r,s) is continuous in r>−1/2 and of bounded
variation in a neighbourhood of each r>−1/2. Note that the abscissa of inte-
gration, gv > 0, may be chosen to depend on v. This formula, which — not sur-
prisingly — consists in two Laplace inversion integrals applied to White’s (1958)
Laplace transform E{exp(−uR − vS)}, forms the starting point of Abadir’s
(1995) derivation. After having proven the existence of a density fR,S(r,s)
(Theorem 2.9), our detour through the expression (2.42) has been necessary to
justify the use of the inversion formula (2.43).
From here, Abadir proceeds as follows. The transformation theorem for
density functions yields the joint density of (τ,S)=( R/
√
S,S) as fτ,S(z,s)= √
sfR,S(z
√
s,s). By integrating out the second variable, Abadir obtains the
marginal density fτ(z) as a triple integral: the outer integral coming from
the marginalization and the two inner integrals being those in (2.43). As is
discussed in Appendix D, in order to calculate these integrals Abadir ﬁrst
expands the integrand into a series and then applies all integrals summandwise;
his expansion of the integrand is very similar to the starting expansion (2.23)
in the derivations for κ. Up to a substitution, Abadir reaches the following
expression:CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 51













































Here, the integral resulting from the marginalization has been transformed
into the incomplete gamma function, the integral with respect to v remains
unsolved and the principal-value integral has been solved analytically. All of
the interchanges of integrals with the summation or of two integrals can be
shown to be correct. However, the interchangeability of the principle-value
integral with the series is non-trivial; the principal-value integral in (2.43) is
indeed an integral only in the principle-value sense since the integrand is not
Lebesgue-integrable over gv + iR, and hence the dominated convergence the-
orem cannot apply. In Appendix D we give a (rather laborious) proof of this
interchangeability.
2.4.3 Case of z<0: the limiting distribution function
Fτ(z) as a sum of integrals
Abadir transforms the density expression of Lemma 2.18 to ﬁnally obtain the
formula contained in the following Theorem:
































In this section we give a proof of Theorem 2.19 that diﬀers from Abadir’s
derivation. Abadir begins by expanding Γ(1/2 − l,v(4j +2 ) /
√
2) in Lemma
2.18 into a diverging asymptotic expansion (as v →∞ ), and after applying
some quite tricky, but intuitive transformations to the diﬀerent summations he
comes back to converging expressions. Unfortunately, I am unable to justify the














































The key to deriving the formula of Theorem 2.19 for Fτ(z)=
R z
−∞ fτ(y)dy
consists in recognizing Kjl(z,v) as the product of two Laplace transforms, so
that Kjl(z,v) can be inverted via the convolution theorem:










































Here, the function in front of the integral, say g(v), is a Laplace transform10
with inverse given by φ(t): =( 2 πi)−1 R i∞



































−tvdt, where ψ(t): =t
−l−1/2.
10This follows from the fact that g(iv) is a Schwartz function, where we use
that Fourier transformation deﬁnes a bijection between the Schwartz space onto
itself with inverse given by the Fourier inversion integral.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 53







Since φ∗ψ is continuous and of bounded variation11 ( a tl e a s t )i nan e i g h b o u r -











which by substitution 2−1/2(s+1)for s yields the desired expression. QED.







































We wish to calculate the distribution function Fτ(z)=
R z
−∞ fτ(z0)dz0. In Appen-
dix E we prove that the integral in z0 can be interchanged ﬁrst with the inﬁnite
















































































This proves the formula of Theorem 2.19.
11This can be seen by showing that d
dt(φ∗ψ)(t) i sb o u n d e di nan e i g h b o u r h o o d
of t =0 .CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 54
2.4.4 Case of z<0: Abadir’s and a new closed formula
for Fτ(z)
We now complete the derivation of Abadir’s formula (1995) and of the new
closed formula with the desirable Leibniz series (Dietrich, 2001, Section 2).
These two formulae are contained in Theorem 2.22 below.
While the derivation of both formulae have been identical up to the ex-
pression of Theorem 2.19, they diﬀer from now on. To obtain his expression,








































where x := 21/2|z|.
To derive the new closed formula for Fj(z), we apply the binomial formula














[1 − 2(s +1 ) −1]j










Now we transform the fraction in Lj(z) via another binomial expansion into
(s − 1)j
(s +1 ) j+1/2 = s
−1/2 (1 − s−1)j
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The next lemma will, amongst other things, allow us to integrate termwise in
Lj(z).
Lemma 2.21 Let s>4j +1 . Then
P∞
k=0 uk(s) is a Leibniz series; more pre-
cisely, ((−)kuk(s))k∈N is positive and strictly decreasing to 0. In particular the
series is dominated by u0(s), so that by the dominated convergence theorem and





















































so that (−)kuk(s) is positive. Also, by s>4j +1
(−)
k+1uk+1(s) <


































So ((−)kuk(s))k∈N is strictly decreasing, the limit being 0 because otherwise P∞
k=0 uk(s) would diverge.
The dominating function u0(s) obviously has a ﬁnite integral over [4j+1,∞[,
so that termwise integration is permissible. Formula (2.49) follows by express-
ing
R ∞
4j+1 uk(s)ds in terms of the incomplete gamma function, which is achieved






(−)ls−l and substituting t = y2s2. QED.
The result of this section can now be proven.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 56
Theorem 2.22 Let z<0. The limiting distribution function of τ is given by
Fτ(z)=
P∞












































































































the sequence ((−)kγjk(z))k∈N is positive and strictly decreasing to 0, so that the
truncation error is bounded by |
P∞
k=K γjk(z)| < |γjK(z)| for all K ∈ N.
Proof. T h ef o r m u l a ef o rFj(z) follow from the above derivations: In the
non-closed expression of Theorem 2.19, replace the integral by (2.46) to obtain
Abadir’s formula (2.50), or replace the sum Lj(z) by its expression of Lemma
2.21 to obtain the new formula (2.51).












o fL e m m a2 . 2 1( w h e r euk(s) depends on j,z). By this lemma, ((−)kuk(s))k∈N
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2.4.5 An asymptotic expansion of Fτ(z) as z →− ∞
Using an expansion of Abadir (1995), this section (cf. Dietrich, 2001, Section






−kD−k−1(|z|) as z →− ∞
for certain coeﬃcients ak ∈ R.
By expanding asymptotically the incomplete gamma function in Lemma
2.18, Abadir (1995, p. 780, (2.10)) derives an asymptotic expansion of Fj(z)











































On the right hand side the term
P∞











as z →− ∞ .
This is because a bound derived later for
P∞
j=J Fj(z) (Proposition 3.1) implies
that
P∞
j=1 Fj(z)=o(exp(−25z2/2)), and because
(2.55) Dν(a) ∼ e
−a2/4a
ν as a →∞
(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, p. 1093, 9.246 (1)). By (2.54) the term P∞
j=1 Fj(z) can be dropped in (2.53):CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 58

























as z →− ∞ .
Proof. The ﬁrst expression for the order of RK(z) h a sb e e np r o v e na n d
the second expression follows from (2.55). QED.
Taking K =1we obtain that, as noted by Abadir (1995, p. 782), the lower
tail of the distribution has twice the thickness of the lower tail of the standard
normal distribution:












−1 as z →− ∞ .
Proof. The two equivalences follow from the Proposition 2.23 and (2.55).
The equality follows from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1994, p. 1095, 9.254 (1)).
QED.
2.5 The limiting densities of τ and κ
The derived expressions for Fτ(z) and Fκ(z) can be diﬀerentiated to yield ex-
pressions for the densities fτ(z) and fκ(z). These density expressions contain
the same number of inﬁnite summations as the corresponding distribution func-
tion expressions, but lose in simplicity and elegance.
After proving the diﬀerentiability of Fτ(z) and Fκ(z) and the interchange-
ability of diﬀerentiation and summation(s), the technical diﬀerentiation is a
straightforward exercise. In the diﬀerentiation of Fτ(z) one should use that
d
dζΓ(p,ζ)=−ζp−1e−ζ. In that of Fκ(z) one should identify (in each expression)











= pK(p − 1,ζ)CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 59
by a functional relation for Dp(ζ) (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, p. 1094).
As an example, we here calculate fτ(z), the procedure for fκ(z) being anal-
ogous. The ﬁrst expression for fτ(z) in each Proposition 2.25 and Corollary
2.26 is found by Abadir (1995, p. 782, (2.12)) by diﬀerentiating his expression
(2.50) for Fτ(z). The second expression (Dietrich, 2001, Section 6) is both times
obtained from our new expression for Fτ(z).
Proposition 2.25 Fτ(z) is continuously diﬀerentiable on z ∈ R−.T h el i m i t -
ing density is given as fτ(z)=
P∞







































































































Proof. The two expressions (2.56) and (2.57) are obtained by writing the
formula (2.50) respectively (2.51) for Fj(z) as
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) (with Fjk(z) de-








This however supposes that Fτ(z) is diﬀerentiable and that diﬀerentiation is
interchangeable with two summations. We prove these statements, using an
argument of complex analysis. The argument is analogous for both formulae
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with x := 21/2|z|. We use the argument that the locally uniform limit12 of
C-diﬀerentiable (i.e. holomorphic) functions on some region D ⊂ C is again
C-diﬀerentiable, with derivative the limit of the derivatives (by Weierstrass’
Theorem, cf. Ahlfors (1966), p. 174), while the parallel statement for R-
diﬀerentiable functions would need additional conditions. The above equation
deﬁn e sa na n a l y t i cc o n t i n u a t i o no fFjk(z) on
z ∈ D := {ζ ∈ C|Reζ<0 and Reζ
2 > 0},
the original domain of Fjk(z) being ] −∞ ,0[= D ∩ R. Further, one can prove
that the series
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) is locally uniformly convergent on D,s ot h a tt h e
limit Fj(z)=
P∞










The next step is analogous. One shows the locally uniform convergence of P∞
j=0 Fj(z) on D, which implies that the limit Fτ(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) is also


















the sense of C-diﬀerentiation on D. In particular the equation holds in the
sense of R-diﬀerentiation on ] −∞ ,0[. QED.
In each density expression (2.56) and (2.57) the inner series in k has very
complicated summands. In both expressions, a simpliﬁcation can be achieved
by splitting the inner series as in the below corollary.
Corollary 2.26 With the notation of Proposition 2.25, the density summand
12A sequence of functions Gn(z) converges ”locally uniformly” on z ∈ D to a
function G(z) if each z0 ∈ D posseses a neighbourhood z0 ∈ D0 ⊆ D such that
sup{|G(z) − Gn(z)| : z ∈ D0} → 0.CHAPTER 2. SERIES FOR DICKEY-FULLER DISTRIBUTIONS 61


































































































where jj is deﬁned as 1 if j =0 .
Proof. We derive the ﬁrst expression from (2.56), the second follows











































































k bk provided that two (and therefore
all three) of the occuring series converge; here
P
k ak is the series Tj(z), which
is indeed convergent.Chapter 3
Bounds for Series Truncation
Errors
This chapter derives upper bounds for the errors produced by truncating series
occurring in the formulae derived in Chapter 2 for the distribution functions
of the asymptotic test statistics τ (cf. Dietrich, 2001, Section 3) and κ (cf.
Dietrich, 2002b). Unlike in Chapter 2, we here ﬁrst consider τ (cf. Section 3.1)
and then κ (cf. Section 3.2), since the discussion for τ seems easier.
The numerical implementation built on these error bounds is discussed in
the following Chapter 4.
3.1 Truncation error bounds for the t statistic
We consider the expressions for Fτ(z) of Theorem 2.22. There, Fτ(z) is for
z<0 written as a series
P∞
j=0 Fj(z), where for Fj(z) two series expressions (in
k) are given, the ﬁrst of which is by Abadir (1993). Proposition 3.1 contains an
error inequality for the series in j and for Abadir’s series in k.N o t et h a tt h e
other series in k is Leibniz and hence already possesses a comfortable truncation
error bound (Theorem 2.22). As a by-product we derive an upper bound for
Fτ(z) itself (Corollary 3.2). Finally, we derive a simpliﬁed, but weaker error
bound for Abadir’s series in k (Corollary 3.3).
Proposition 3.1 Let z<0 and consider the series Fτ(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) of
Theorem 2.22. We have Fj(z) > 0, and for all J ∈ N the truncation error




















































Then δjk(z) > 0, and provided that K =1 ,2,...an upper truncation error bound










See Appendix A for the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ).














[1 − 2(s +1 ) −1]j










So, by 2(s+1) −1 < 1 we have 0 <L j(z) and hence 0 <
P∞






























(4j +1 ) 3/2 (3.4)
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After a substitution, the last expression can be represented in terms of the
















(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, p. 1092, 9.241 (2)). The bound (3.2) follows by
dominating Γ(K+1/2) according to the convexity of the log-gamma function:CHAPTER 3. BOUNDS FOR SERIES TRUNCATION ERRORS 65
Γ(K +1 /2) <
p
Γ(K)Γ(K +1 )=( K − 1)!
√
K. QED.
If in the truncation error bound (3.1) for
P∞
j=J Fj(z) we put J =0 , the
truncation error becomes
P∞
j=0 Fj(z), i.e. Fτ(z) itself, so that (3.1) is a bound
for Fτ(z). This bound can be strengthened by slightly modifying the above
proof in the case of J =0 :

























































We now see that our bound (3.2) for
P∞
k=K δjk(z) c a nb ew e a k e n e ds oa s
to avoid the higher transcendental function D−K−1/2(z).I f |z| is relatively
small, the loss of strength of the simpliﬁed bound is small or moderate. But
if |z| becomes large then the new bound is less useful since K has to become



























































if a ≥ b>0 and y>0,CHAPTER 3. BOUNDS FOR SERIES TRUNCATION ERRORS 66















Using this inequality, the bound (3.2) can be weakened as follows:



















3.2 Truncation error bounds for the normalised
coeﬃcient estimator
This section discusses truncation error bounds for the various series expressions
derived for Fκ(z) (cf. Section 2.3). Section 3.2.1 derives bounds for the expres-
sions for z<0 involving two inﬁnite series. Section 3.2.2 brieﬂy discusses the
expressions for z>0, where the author is unable to ﬁnd a truncation error
bound for the outer series. Finally, Section 3.2.3 treats the expression for z<0
involving only one inﬁnite series.
3.2.1 Case of z<0: series truncation in Theorem 2.11
We consider the truncation of the series Fκ(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) (z<0) of Theorem
2.11, as well as of the second given series expression for Fj(z). Regarding the
ﬁrst given series expression for Fj(z), the truncation error seems less easy to
bound.
Proposition 3.4 Let z<0 and consider the series Fκ(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) of
Theorem 2.11. For all J ∈ N the truncation error is bounded by
(3.5)

















exp[b2/|z| − b(4J +1 ) ]
1 − exp(−4b)
,CHAPTER 3. BOUNDS FOR SERIES TRUNCATION ERRORS 67
where b is any positive real number. Now consider the series in k in the second











2|z| as in Theorem 2.11.
Note that, since c(j,k)=1for k ≥ j, the upper error bound in (3.6)
resembles e−y2(j+1/2) times the Kth summand (ﬁrst neglected summand), apart
from a slightly changed argument of the parabolic cylinder function.
Regarding the bound for
P∞
j=J Fj(z), one has to choose a parameter value
b>0, the obvious aim being to make the bound strong (small). A good choice
is




(J +1 /4)2 + |z|−1
i
.
This b approximately minimises the bound in the sense that it exactly min-
imises the quantity b−5/2 exp[b2/|z| − (4J +1 ) b] which results from the bound
by replacing 1 − exp(−4b) by its ﬁrst order approximation 4b and dropping p
1+b/|z| as well as all terms not containing b.
Proof. Bound (3.5). In order to bound |Fj(z)| we write Fj(z) in an

























Here, the path Qε i st h es q u a r er o o to ft h eo l dp a t hPε and hence goes from
e−πi/4∞ to eπi/4∞ without encircling the singularities w =0and w = −|z|.
Since the integrand is holomorphic on Re(w) > 0, the path can be deformed to
the straight line (b − i∞,b+ i∞) for any ﬁxed b>0. Along this new path we









¶¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Z b+i∞
b−i∞






























































¶¯ ¯ ¯ ¯e
−(4j+1)b.






























¶¯ ¯ ¯ ¯e
−4bj.
The claimed formula follows by noting that
∞ X
j=0




¶¯ ¯ ¯ ¯e
−4bj ≤
















Bound (3.6). By K ≥ j, in the truncation error we have c(j,k)=1 . Using
an integral representation for the parabolic cylinder function (Gradshteyn and

























































After writing (2j +3 /2)2 =( 2 j +1 /2)2 +4 j +2the claimed bound follows by
again using the same integral representation of Dp(ζ). QED.
3.2.2 Case of z>0: series truncation in Theorem 2.15
The expressions for Fκ(z) of Theorem 2.15, which are valid when z>1/2 and by
conjecture also for 0 <z≤ 1/2, have the form Fκ(z)=−1+
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) where
the summand Fj(z) is again written in two ways as series (in k). Unfortunately,




¯ ¯ ¯. A procedure
similar to the case z<0 seems impossible when z>0.
Hence, while an “intuitive” truncation of
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) is always possible, the
author is unable to provide a mathematically well founded numerical approxi-
mation technique when z>0.
Regarding the second series expression for the summand Fj(z) in Theorem
2.15, with some technical eﬀort a truncation error bound can be derived using
an inequality satisﬁed by the parabolic cylinder function. However, without a
truncation criterion for the outer series the error bound for the inner series is
not of much use and is not reported here.
3.2.3 Case of z<0: series truncation in Theorem 2.17
We now consider the expression of Theorem 2.17 which contains a single inﬁnite
series.






























where Γ stands for the transformed path. By a triangle argument, Γ can be
replaced by the old path (b − i∞,b+ i∞). Taking absolute values, we obtainCHAPTER 3. BOUNDS FOR SERIES TRUNCATION ERRORS 70




























So by the monotone convergence theorem,





















































b−1 + b−1e4zb + e4zb¢J
1 − b−1 − b−1e4zb − e4zb,
where the last step assumes that b is chosen large enough so that b−1+b−1e4zb+
e4zb < 1. So,














b−1 + b−1e4zb + e4zb¢J


























we have proven the following bound:CHAPTER 3. BOUNDS FOR SERIES TRUNCATION ERRORS 71
Proposition 3.5 Let z<0 and J ∈ N. For all b>0 such that b−1+b−1e4zb+
e4zb < 1, the truncation error
P∞
j=J Fj(z) satisﬁes















−zb(b−1) (b−1 + b−1e4zb + e4zb)J
1 − (b−1 + b−1e4zb + e4zb)
.
Determination of b
Our error bound depends on a parameter b. We now consider the determi-
nation of a ”good” b (that makes the bound small). Let z and J be ﬁxed and
consider the bound as a function of b:



















Call a b>0 ”admissible”i fh(b) < 1 (only then does the error bound hold).
Since h(b) is strictly decreasing in b>0, the set of of admissible b’s takes the
form1
{b ∈ R|h(b) < 1} =( b0,∞),
where b0 > 0 i st h eu n i q u ep o s i t i v es o l u t i o no fh(b)=1 .
We propose three ways of determining b.
1. A ﬁrst, simple but perhaps not suﬃciently eﬃcient method is to choose
an arbitrary admissible b, obtained by guessing a value b for which B(b) is rea-
sonably small and verifying that b is indeed admissible. Since B(b)=BJ(z,b)
1When looking for an admissible b for which B(b) is small, then in the case






/4 is admissible (h(b1) < 1), the search
can be restricted to values b belonging to [b1,∞). The reason is that B(b) is
strictly decreasing on b ∈ (b0,b 1). To see the latter, it is suﬃcient to show that
in (3.9) the factor b−3/2e−zb(b−1) is decreasing on (b0,b 1) (the other factors being









−1 + z − 2zb,
which is negative for b between the two roots (1 ±
p
1 − 12/z)/4 of −3/2+
zb− 2zb2, and hence in particular for b ∈ (b0,b 1).CHAPTER 3. BOUNDS FOR SERIES TRUNCATION ERRORS 72
has to be calculated for diﬀerent J (until BJ(z,b) is suﬃciently small), b would
either have to be newly chosen for each J, or chosen once for all J; in the latter
case the choice of b has to suit many diﬀerent J’s, which is a diﬃcult task given
t h a to n ed o e sn o tk n o wi na d v a n c eh o wl a r g eJ has to become.
2. Another strategy is to determine b by using an available numerical min-
imisation tool. This strategy contains some diﬃculties such as the fact that
the interval (b0,∞) of admissible b’s is unknown since b0 is unknown.
3. Given the disadvantages of the strategies 1 and 2, we now present our
preferred procedure which is the search for a “good” b on an appropriate lat-
tice.
By (3.9), on b ∈ (b0,∞), the bound B(b) equals C times the increasing
function exp[−zb(b − 1)] times a decreasing function. Obviously B(b) tends to
∞ at both boundaries of (b0,∞),i . e .f o rb ↓ b0 and b →∞ . From inspecting
(3.9) it seems plausible that B(b) is convex on (b0,∞), or at least that
(3.10)
B(b) has no local minimum on (b0,∞)
except a global minimum bm.
In other words, (3.10) states that B(b) is strictly decreasing on (b0,b m) and
strictly increasing on (bm,∞). Unfortunately we are unable to prove (3.10).
Plots of B(b) for diﬀerent values of z and J (with Maple 7) point at strict
convexity of B(b).2 From now on we assume (3.10); if this assumption happened
to be wrong for some combination of z and J, then the presented algorithm is
likely to approximate the ﬁrst local minimum (from the left) rather than the
global minimum, and hence might still produce a reasonably good b.I n a n y
case, the calculated b is admissible.
We let b run from left to right through the lattice {n|z|−1/2,n =1 ,2,...}.
After encountering the ﬁrst admissible b the bound B(b) is decreasing until it
reaches its minimum on {n|z|−1/2,n=1 ,2,...} ∩ (b0,∞), from which on B(b)
is increasing. The minimizing value ¯ b can be obtained as:
¯ b := ¯ bJ(z): =N|z|
−1/2,
where
N := NJ(z): =m i n {n =1 ,2,...|h(n|z|
−1/2) < 1
∧ B(n|z|
−1/2) <B ((n +1 ) |z|
−1/2)}. (3.11)
2The strict convexity of the term exp[−zb(b − 1)] on (b0,∞) can be shown
by using that b0 > 1.CHAPTER 3. BOUNDS FOR SERIES TRUNCATION ERRORS 73
In (3.11), the requirement h(n|z|−1/2) < 1 ensures the admissibility of ¯ b and
the requirement B(n|z|−1/2) <B ((n+1)|z|−1/2) ensures that ¯ b is the “turning
point” of B(b) on the lattice. The step length of |z|−1/2 is chosen so as to
ensure that in B(b) the argument of the exponential function, viz. −zb(b−1) =
|b|b2−|z|b, does not vary strongly in one step, implying that B(¯ b) is reasonably
close to B(bm).
For most if not all commonly needed pairs z,J the number NJ(z) is small,
barely exceeding 10, which is due to the very strong growth of the exponential
function occurring in B(b). Hence the computation of the bound B(b) (including
the determination of b as described) is eﬃcient for most if not all relevant z,J.
If wished, an eﬃciency improvement in the calculation of NJ(z) can be
obtained by using that NJ−1(z) ≤ NJ(z) for all z<0 and J ≥ 1, which
is because BJ(z,b) equals BJ−1(z,b) times a decreasing function of b. Hence,
when calculating the bounds B(¯ bJ(z)) until reaching a J that makes the bound
suﬃciently small, the values NJ(z) can be obtained recursively via:
N0(z): =m i n {n =1 ,2,...|h(n|z|
−1/2) < 1
∧ B0(z,n|z|
−1/2) <B 0(z,(n +1 ) |z|
−1/2)},
NJ(z): =m i n {n ≥ NJ−1(z)|BJ(z,n|z|
−1/2) <B J(z,(n +1 ) |z|
−1/2)}
where J ≥ 1.Chapter 4
Numerical Approximation
This chapter discusses the numerical approximation of values of Fτ(z) and
Fκ(z). Section 4.1 presents the general implementation recipe based on our
truncation error bounds, including techniques to avoid numerical instability.
Some additional advice is given in Section 4.2 where it is especially seen how
many (expensive) evaluations of the incomplete gamma function in Fτ(z) or of
the parabolic cylinder function in Fκ(z) can be saved. The two last Sections
4.3 and 4.4 deal speciﬁcally with Fτ(z) respectively with Fκ(z). Both sections
contain large tables of highly accurate quantiles for the distribution of τ respec-
tively κ, that were computed either with programs written in the elementary
language Ox (cf. Doornik (1999)), or with Maple programs. Also, the conver-
gence rates of the diﬀerent series are discussed and compared. Overall, it is
seen that in the case of z<0 all formulae for Fτ(z) or Fκ(z) allow an eﬃcient
and highly accurate approximation, apart when z is either very close to 0 or
tends to −∞. By contrast, the formulae for Fκ(z) when z>0 have very slowly
converging series.
4.1 General implementation recipe
This section presents the concrete implementation technique for a numerical
approximation of Fτ(z) and Fκ(z). In the Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 we discuss
how truncation errors respectively machine rounding errors (including overﬂow)
can be controlled, where the former uses the results of Chapter 3 and the latter
uses standard numerical techniques.
Our notion of an (approximation) error is that of an absolute (not relative)
error, and accordingly the precision of an approximation is the absolute preci-
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sion (of course, the discussion can easily be translated into one using relative
errors). Recall that in an approximation ˜ a ∈ R of a ∈ R the absolute error is
a−˜ a and the relative error is (˜ a−a)/a,1 and the approximation has (absolute
respectively relative) precision p>0 if the (absolute respectively relative) error
is at most p in absolute value.
Let F denote either of the distribution functions Fτ or Fκ and assume
that, for some z ∈ R, the value F(z) should be approximated to some given
(absolute) precision p>0.
4.1.1 Controlling truncation errors
Each derived expression for F has essentially the form F(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) and
is valid only for z<0 or only for z>0. Consider ﬁrst the expression of
Theorem 2.17 for F(z)=Fκ(z) (z<0) where Fj(z) contains no second inﬁnite
summation. In this simple case, F(z) should, obviously, be approximated by




where the “truncation order” J = J(z) is chosen to be the smallest integer




¯ ¯ ¯ (given in Section 3.2.3) is ≤ p.
Now consider any of the expressions in which Fj(z) contains a second inﬁnite
series, say Fj(z)=
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z). A numerical evaluation of F(z) is based on
choosing “truncation orders” J := J(z) and Kj := Kj(z),j=0 ,1,...,J, all
≥− 1, and to approximate F(z) by

















1Alternatively, one may deﬁne the absolute respctively relative errors as ˆ a−a
respectively (ˆ a − a)/a.CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 76
The sum of these errors gives the overall approximation error:




From Chapter 3 we possess bounds for each truncation error, say |ε(J)| ≤
B(J) and |εj(Kj)| ≤ Bj(Kj),j=0 ,...,J. The truncation orders J and Kj,






¯ ¯ ¯F(z) − ˜ F(z)
¯ ¯ ¯ ≤ p, a sd e s i r e d .T h e r ei ss o m ef r e e d o mi nt h ew a y
to achieve (4.4), corresponding to the diﬀerent possible ways of decomposing
the precision (or “distributing” the precision to the diﬀerent series involved).
A precision decomposition is given by these two steps:
1. p is decomposed into a sum p = p0 +p00 (p0,p 00 > 0), and J is determined
as the smallest integer ≥− 1 such that B(J) ≤ p0.
2. p00 is decomposed into a sum p00 =
PJ
j=0 pj (pj > 0,j=0 ,...,J), and
Kj is determined as the smallest integer ≥− 1 such that Bj(Kj) ≤ pj, for all
j =0 ,...,J.
In order to avoid having to compute many summands, the precision decom-
position should be chosen such that a comparatively low precision is assigned
to those series that have slow convergence. For instance, if the outer series P∞
j=0 Fj(z) has fast convergence and the inner series
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) has slow
convergence for small j, then p0 should be small, e.g. p0 = p/10, and pj should
be large for small j, e.g. pj =2 −jc where the factor c should be such that PJ
j=0 pj indeed equals p00, viz. pj =2 −j−1p00/(1 − 2−J−1). This precision de-
composition is a suitable one for each of those expressions for Fτ(z) and Fκ(z)
valid for z<0 and involving two series.
4.1.2 Controlling machine rounding errors and avoiding
overﬂow
Besides truncation errors, a computer produces rounding errors in every opera-
tion. These may result in wrongly determined J and Kj,j=0 ,...,J(because of
imprecisely evaluated error bounds), and in imprecisely evaluated expressionsCHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 77
(4.1) respectively (4.2). To account for such errors, it is usually suﬃcient to
give the computer a slightly lower value for p than the actually intended preci-
sion, for instance p/2 instead of p. The only danger2 lays in the summations in
(4.1) respectively (4.2): Arbitrarily high rounding errors can occur if individual
summands become very large, while their sum is small due to varying signs.
This case should be excluded as follows (we consider (4.1), the case of (4.2)
being analogous). Note that, by Theorem 2.17, Fj(z) in (4.1) is itself a ﬁnite




l=0 Fjkl(z) where Fjkl(z) is









It has to be ensured that all terms Fjkl(z) are suﬃciently small. This is achieved
by testing whether
(4.5) max{|Fjkl(z)| : l =0 ,...,k ∧ k =0 ,...,j ∧ j =0 ,...,J} ≤ kp,
where k>0 is a factor that should be chosen much smaller than 10D where D
denotes the number of ﬂoating-point digits that the software uses (for instance,
D =3 2 ) ;a possible choice is k := 10D−10. If (4.5) failed to hold, then the only
p o s s i b l ea n s w e ri st oi n c r e a s eD. For instance, in Maple this is simply achieved
by assigning the desired value D to the variable Digits.
Finally, overﬂow3 should be excluded. If a series has to be truncated very
late then, although all computed summands may stay moderate, some term in
the summand, say zk in a series in k, may become irrepresentable since zk tends
to 0 when |z| < 1, respectively to ∞ (in absolute value) when |z| > 1. This
problem may occur (for certain z<0) in the Leibniz series
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) in The-
orem 2.22, when j =0and the required precision p is high. The problem can
often be avoided by using logarithms: for instance if z>1 then zk/k! should
be programmed as exp[klog(z) − logΓ(k +1 ) ] , where logΓ is the log-gamma
function. In the case that such techniques are not possible, one should use soft-
ware that allows virtually unbounded exponents in ﬂoating-point arithmetics,
such as Maple.
2Numerical instability may also result from recurrence relations if these are
used; see Section 4.2.1 and Appendix F.
3In a ﬂoating point representation, the exponent is restricted to some range,
for instance −400 to +400, and overﬂow typically occurs when a term in an
expression is too small or too large in absolute value.CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 78
4.2 Eﬃciency improvements and some related
advice
This section gives some additional advice on programming the formulae, in
particular in order to improve the eﬃciency. Section 4.2.1 discusses the use of
updating relations. Section 4.2.2 mentions how the parabolic cylinder function
can be expressed in terms of modiﬁed Bessel functions: the latter functions are
more commonly included in program libraries than the former. Section 4.2.3
discusses how to avoid multiple evaluations of the occurring higher transcen-
dental functions, in particular through sum reorderings.
4.2.1 Using updating relations
As is discussed in more detail in Appendix F, a common programming technique
is the use of recurrence (or updating) relations in order to avoid costly new
evaluations. This applies in particular to the incomplete gamma functions
occurring in Fτ(z) and to the parabolic cylinder functions occurring in Fκ(z)
and in some error bounds. The following updating relations can be used:
Γ(p +1 ,ζ) − pΓ(p,ζ) − ζ
pe
−ζ =0 ,
Dp+1(ζ) − ζDp(ζ)+pDp−1(ζ)=0 , (4.6)
cf. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1994), p. 951, 8.356 and p. 1094, 9.247. Since the
incomplete gamma function enters the formulae for Fτ(z) as terms of the form
Γ(1/4+n/2,ζ) with integer n, one might “directly” evaluate only Γ(1/4,ζ)
and Γ(−1/4,ζ) and calculate all other needed Γ(1/4+n/2,ζ) by recursion.
Analogously, the expressions for Fκ(z) contain terms of the form Dn−1/2(ζ)
with integer n, and one might “directly” calculate only D−1/2(ζ) and D1/2(ζ),
while using the recurrence relation for all other needed terms Dn−1/2(ζ).
Appendix F discusses how to prevent the danger of possible accumulation
of large rounding errors due to numerical instability in the badly conditioned4
addition in these updating relations. Appendix F shows how to test the mag-
nitude of rounding errors; if this test reveals too large errors, it is necessary to
work with a higher ﬂoating point precision.
4The sum of two quantities each containing small relative errors has a large
relative error if the summands are similar in absolute value but of opposite
sign.CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 79
4.2.2 Avoiding the parabolic cylinder function
Many program libraries do not contain the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ).
Luckily, in our special case where p has the form p = n − 1/2 with integer n,
the function Dn−1/2(ζ) can (for ζ>0) be expressed as a linear combination of


























(2K1/4 − 3K3/4 + K5/4),
where b :=
p
ζ/2 a n dt h eo m i t t e da r g u m e n to fa l lm o d i ﬁed Bessel functions
Kp (cf. Appendix A) is ζ2/4, i.e. Kp := Kp(ζ2/4) (Magnus and Oberhettinger,
1966, p. 326). So, one might use this representation in order to calculate
D−1/2(ζ) and D1/2(ζ) and then use the recursion relation for all other needed
Dn−1/2(ζ).
4.2.3 Avoiding multiple evaluations
For most of the formulae for Fτ(z) respectively Fκ(z), “naive” programming
leads to multiple evaluation of the same term Γ(p,ζ) respectively of the same
term Dp(ζ). For instance, Γ(1/4 − l/2+k/2,ζ) i st h es a m ef o rl = k =0and
l = k =1 . In order to avoid multiple evaluation, one can either store the rele-
vant quantities in an array to be recalled later, or, perhaps more elegantly, by
reordering summations. This latter strategy is below discussed for the diﬀerent
formulae.
The expressions for Fτ(z).
Theorem 2.22 (valid for z<0) gives two expressions for Fτ(z), each con-
taining two inﬁnite and one ﬁnite sum. Truncation of the inﬁnite series yieldsCHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 80




















l=0 Fj,k,l(z),y := 2−1/2|z|,
where Fj,k,l(z) is diﬀerent in form and value in both formulae and K may
depend on j and z. In the ﬁrst respectively second formula Fj,k,l(z) contains
Γ(1/4 − l/2+k/2,ζ) respectively Γ(1/4 − l/2 − k/2,ζ) (with ζ = ζ(z,j) in-
dependent of k and l, but diﬀerent in both formulae). This term depends on
k and l only through k − l respectively through k + l, and multiple evalua-




l=0 Fj,k,l(z). In the
case of the second formula, however, a sum reordering is not advisable and the
technique of saving in an array should be preferred: Indeed, the sum in k is a
Leibniz series, and the convenient truncation criterion5 would not be usable in
a reordered sum.
So, let us consider the ﬁrst approximation formula. By introducing the








































The two-series expression for Fκ(z).
Now consider the formulae for Fκ(z) containing two inﬁnite series. The
Theorems 2.11 and 2.15 are valid for the cases z<0 respectively z>0 and each
provide two such expressions for Fκ(z). An advantage of the second expression
of each theorem is that they need no sum reordering: indeed, programming of
these formulae as such leads to no multiple evaluation of the parabolic cylinder
function.
5The Leibniz series in k should be truncated as soon as the summand, viz. Pj
l=0 Fj,k.l(z), is smaller in absoluted value than the required precision.CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 81
By contrast, consider the ﬁrst formula of each Theorem. Truncation of both


























l=0 Fj,k,l(z),z > 0,
with Fj,k,l(z) diﬀerent in form depending of the sign of z, and where J may
depend on z and K may depend on j and z. The summand Fj,k,l(z) contains a
parabolic cylinder function that depends on k and l only through k+l. Multiple





























m=0 eK(j,m)ymD−m−3/2 (y(2j +3 /2)),z < 0, Pj+K
m=0 eK(j,m)ymDm+1/2 (y(2j +3 /2))/Γ(m +3 /2),z > 0,
where again y :=
p


















The one-series expression for Fκ(z).
In Theorem 2.17 Fκ(z) is for negative z expressed as a series Fκ(z)= P∞




l=0 Fj,k,l(z) with Fj,k,l(z) containing the parabolic cylinder function
D−k−3/2(2(j + l − k +1 /4)y). Hence an approximation Fκ(z) ≈
PJ
j=0 Fj(z)
necessitates the evaluation of O(J3) summands Fj,k,l(z).H o w e v e r , b y a v o i d -
ing multiple evaluations through a sum reordering, it can be ensured that the
parabolic cylinder function Fj,k,l(z) is evaluated only O(J2) times. This isCHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 82
not surprising because D−k−3/2(2(j + l − k +1 /4)y) depends on j and l only
through j + l, so that it should suﬃce to evaluate D−k−3/2(2(m +1 /4)y) for
all k,m =0 ,...,J, hence (J +1 ) 2 = O(J2) times. We now reparametrise the


























Given the particular form of Fj,k,l(z) we can code
PJ




































(j − k)!(j − m)!(k + m − j)!
.
Note that the computation of the values dJ(k,m),k , m=0 ,...,J, can be
s p e e d e du pb yu s i n gt h es y m m e t r ydJ(k,m)=dJ(m,k).
4.3 Approximation for the t statistic
In this section, let z<0. Both expressions of Theorem 2.22 permit an eﬃ-
cient and accurate computation of values Fτ(z) for all commonly used negative
quantiles z. After reporting a table of quantiles, we give a detailed numeri-
cal discussion. While the new series in k (2.51) has a particularly comfortableCHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 83
truncation criterion (due to the Leibniz property), it is seen that Abadir’s series
in k (2.50) has a faster convergence for j =0and most z.
Table of quantiles
The Table 4.1 of quantiles for τ was computed using Abadir’s expression,
and some correctness tests were done by comparing with the new expression.
α α-quantile α α-quantile
65% -.0981 4.0% -2.0366
60% -.2402 3.5% -2.0922
55% -.3743 3.0% -2.1550
50% -.5001 2.5% -2.2274
45% -.6180 2.0% -2.31353
40% -.73156 1.5% -2.42086
35% -.84535 1.0% -2.56580
30% -.96373 .75% -2.66464
25% -1.09127 .50% -2.79893
20% -1.23403 .25% -3.01661
15% -1.40215 .10% -3.28511
10% -1.6167 .075% -3.36553
9% -1.66903 .050% -3.47608
8% -1.7261 .025% -3.65817
7% -1.78914 .010% -3.8871
6% -1.85984 .005% -4.0525
5% -1.94087 .001% -4.4147
4.5% -1.98652
Table 4.1: Quantiles of τ
The quantiles are accurate in the following two senses:
(a) Each reported digit is correct (in the sense of rounding rather than
truncating).
(b) If qα is the (exact) α-quantile and ˆ qα is the value reported, then Fτ(ˆ qα)
approximates α to a relative error of less than 10−4, i.e. |Fτ(ˆ qα) − α|/α < 10−4.
The numbers of reported digits for quantiles vary and were chosen so as to
guarantee (b). Note that up to 6 digits are necessary although (b) does not
seem an excessive accuracy requirement.
In the literature, very low quantiles such as the 0.01%-quantile are rarely or
never reported due to the diﬃculty of simulating low quantiles. Also, our tableCHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 84
is more accurate than any such table in the literature. For instance, Hamilton
(1994, p. 763) reports the 5%-quantile as −1.95 and the 1%-quantile as −2.58;
not only is the last digit of both ﬁgures wrong (violating (a)), but also (b) is
violated because Fτ(−1.95) ≈ 4.9% and Fτ(−2.58) ≈ 0.96%.
The outer series
Consider ﬁrst the (outer) series in j of Theorem 2.22, Fτ(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z),
and the determination of the truncation order J(z) based on the error bound
(3.1), as discussed in Section 4.1.1. As J →∞the bound (3.1) is of smaller
order than O{exp(−z2(4J +1 ) 2/2)}, conﬁrming the remark of Abadir (1995,
p. 789) of an extremely rapid convergence of the outer sum. For instance if








Fj(−1) <. 404 · 10
−19,
so that for z = −1 the ﬁrst summand F0(z) on its own is already a very precise
approximation of Fτ(z), a n di sa ne v e nb e t t e ro n ei fz<−1 since the bound
(3.1) is increasing in z. Since Fτ(−1) ≈ 29%, all commonly used quantiles for
testing α =1against α<1 satisfy z<−1. Thus, in practice, in the region
o ft h ec o m m o nq u a n t i l e so n ec a nc a l c u l a t eFτ(z) by dropping the outer sum:
Fτ(z) ≈ F0(z). Notice how the two expressions (2.50) and (2.51) for Fj(z)













































−1/2|z| > 0. (4.10)
Higher quantiles up to the 68%-quantile belong to the interval −1 ≤ z<0.
Table 4.2 gives for diﬀerent z the smallest integer J ≥− 1 f o rw h i c ho u rb o u n d
for the error (0 <) ε := ε(J): =
P∞
j=J+1 Fj(z), and hence ε itself, is smaller
than 10−n for diﬀerent n.CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 85
z = −5 z = −1 z = −.5 z = −.1 z = −.05 z = −.01
ε<10−4 −1 0 1 7 15 76
ε<10−8 0 1 2 12 25 124
ε<10−16 0 1 3 19 38 192
ε<10−32 0 2 5 28 57 285
Table 4.2: Truncation Orders for the outer series in Fτ
Table 4.2 should be used as follows. If, for any given z ≤− 0.01, the
truncation error ε(J) should be smaller than 10−n,w h e r en ∈ {4,8,16,32},
then choose J to be as given by the table for the next higher z. For instance,
if z = −0.3 t h ec h o i c eo fJ =7guarantees that ε(J) < 10−4.
Abadir’s inner series
If the parabolic cylinder function is provided by the software, Abadir’s series
in k can be truncated using the error bound (3.2). This approximation is
most eﬃcient6 and accurate, since the number of needed summands is small or
moderate for all commonly used negative z (say for z ∈ [−4,0)),e v e nf o rv e r y
high required precision such as p =1 0 −20.
If the parabolic cylinder function is not available, the weaker bound of
Corollary 3.3 can be used which, however, becomes ineﬃcient if z gets far from
0: one needs several hundred summands near the 5%-quantile, over thousand
summands near the 2.5%-quantile, and over ten-thousand summands near the
1%-quantile, even at low standards of accuracy.
Note further that it may be worthwhile to avoid multiple evaluations of the
same bound for diﬀerent j; indeed, both presented bounds for the series in k
are independent of j.
In analogy to Table 4.2, the Table 4.3 gives for diﬀerent z the smallest
integer7 K ≥ 0 for which our bound for the error8 (0 <) ej := ej(K): =
6It may, however, be that the computation of the parabolic cylinder function
becomes slow for certain needed arguments (such as in Maple). Then, it is
advisable to either use the recurrence relation (4.6), or to compute and test the
bound only for certain K, say for K =3 0 n, n =1 ,2,..; in the latter case, fewer
bounds, but more summands Fj(z) have to be computed, which may improve
the overall eﬃciency.
7K may not be −1: the series can be truncated at the earliest after the ﬁrst
summand because Proposition 3.1 does not provide a bound for
P∞
k=0 δjk(z).
8ej(K) should be distinguished from εj(K): =
P∞
j=K+1 Fjk(z).T h e s u m -
mand Fjk(z) comes from the representation Fj(z)=
P∞
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P∞
k=K+1 δjk(z), and hence ej itself, is smaller than 10−n for diﬀerent n. Note
that these K are independent of j since so is the bound (3.2).
z = −12 z = −6 z = −3 z = −1 z = −.1 z = −.001
ej < 10−4 938 240 66 13 3 1
ej < 10−8 950 252 76 20 6 2
ej < 10−16 974 274 95 32 11 4
ej < 10−32 1022 316 128 52 21 9
Table 4.3: Truncation Orders for Abadir’s inner series in Fτ
As Table 4.2, this table does not only bear information about those z men-
tioned in the table. Indeed, for any given −12 <z<0 not mentioned, choose
the next smaller z reported by the table, and the inequalities that hold for
this z all the more hold for the larger z. The reason is that the bound (3.2) is
decreasing in z. For instance, if z = −2 then K =7 6suﬃces for a precision of
10−8.
The new inner series
Now let
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) be the Leibniz series (2.51) for Fj(z). This series con-
verges for j ≥ 1 very fast and much faster than for j =0 . So, in order to avoid
too many summands in the approximation of F0(z), the “precision decomposi-
tion” (cf. Section 4.1.1) should ask a comparatively low precision (called p0 in
Section 4.1.1) from
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) when j =0 .
Using the Leibniz series (and a suitable precision decomposition), a table of
all values Fτ(z) on z ∈ [−5,−0.01] ∩ {n/100 : n ∈ Z} can be computed within
seconds9, provided that the required precision is limited to p =1 0 −4.
Now suppose that a higher precision than p =1 0 −4 is required. Then the
computation of a single value Fτ(z) can take seconds, due to an exploding
number of needed summands from the series F0(z)=
P∞
k=0 F0k(z).M o r e o v e r ,
overﬂow in the summands F0k(z) h a st ob ep r e v e n t e dw i t ht h et e c h n i q u e s
mentioned in Section 4.1.2: indeed, if k →∞ , then in F0k(z) one of the terms
yk and Γ(1/4 − k/2,y 2) tends to +∞ and the other one to 0, depending on
whether y =2 −1/2|z| is greater or smaller than 1.
Note that in the Leibniz series, the truncation order Kj(z) needed to reach a
given precision is not a monotone function of z, but increases and decreases on
diﬀerent intervals for z. Hence a table analogous to the above tables (4.2) and
9This was done on an ordinary personal computer and using the elementary
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(4.3) would be of little use, since it bears no information for a z not contained
in the table. Besides, Kj(z) depends on j, so that a whole collection of tables
would be needed.
Extreme values of z
Problems of eﬃciency can arise for extreme values of z:
• If z ↑ 0, the number of summands needed from the series in j is exploding,
a sc a nb es e e nf r o mt h eb o u n d( 3 . 1 ) .L u c k i l y ,f o rb o t hA b a d i r ’ sa n dt h e
new inner series the number of summands needed to approximate each
Fj(z) becomes very small as z ↑ 0, so that an accurate approximation of
Fτ(z) is eﬃciently possible at least until z = −0.01.
• Let z →− ∞(at least z<−5) and suppose that the required precision
is high enough to ensure J(z) > −1 (i.e. at least the ﬁrst summand
F0(z) is needed).10 Given this very high required precision, Abadir’s in-
ner series is preferable to the Leibniz series. The number K0(z) needed
to approximate F0(z) explodes as z →− ∞ , so that an eﬃcient approx-
imation ﬁnally fails. In fact, as can be seen from (4.9), for large |z| the
summands in F0(z)=
P∞
k=0 F0k(z) start very small and increase until a
certain k, before ﬁnally starting to converge towards 0, the turning point
k occurring very late for very large |z|.
4.4 Approximation for the normalised coeﬃ-
cient estimator
This section discusses the speciﬁc numerical properties of diﬀerent series ex-
pressions derived for Fκ(z).W et r e a tt h ec a s ez<0 (cf. Section 4.4.1), the case
z>0 (cf. Section 4.4.2), and the case z<0 based on the expression involving
as i n g l ei n ﬁnite summation (cf. Section 4.4.3). For z<0, either formula is
seen to allow an accurate and eﬃcient approximation of Fκ(z), except for z ↑ 0
or z →− ∞ . Section 4.4.4 compares the performance of both formulae when
z ↑ 0 or z →− ∞ .
10Such a situation can for instance arise when Fτ(z) should have a certain
relative precision: As z →− ∞ , the corresponding required absolute precision
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4.4.1 Case of z<0: numerical implementation of Theo-
rem 2.11
As done earlier for the t statistic (cf. Section 4.3), we report a table of quantiles
for κ, followed by a detailed numerical discussion for the outer and the inner
series in Fκ(z). The relevant expression for Fκ(z) and truncation error bounds
were given in Theorem 2.11 respectively Proposition 3.4.
Table of quantiles
The table of quantiles below for κ was obtained identically for the two-
series expression (Theorem 2.11) and the later discussed one-series expression
(Theorem 2.17).
α α-quantile α α-quantile
65% -.1376 4.0% -8.805
60% -.3591 3.5% -9.2668
55% -.5960 3.0% -9.8027
50% -.8528 2.5% -10.4403
45% -1.1380 2.0% -11.2256
40% -1.4618 1.5% -12.2454
35% -1.8370 1.0% -13.6954
30% -2.2812 .75% -14.732
25% -2.8209 .50% -16.2026
20% -3.5002 .25% -18.7392
15% -4.4020 .10% -22.128
10% -5.7137 .075% -23.1989
9% -6.061 .050% -24.713
8% -6.4523 .025% -27.3136
7% -6.899 .010% -30.771
6% -7.419 .005% -33.3992
5% -8.0391 .001% -39.5358
4.5% -8.3999
Table 4.4: Quantiles of κ
As with table (4.1) for τ, this table satisﬁes the following two accuracy
requirements:
(a) Each reported digit is correct (in the sense of rounding rather than
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(b) If qα is the (exact) α-quantile and ˆ qα is the value reported, then Fτ(ˆ qα)
approximates α to a relative error of less than 10−4, i.e. |Fτ(ˆ qα) − α|/α < 10−4.
As with the t statistic, between 4 and 6 digits are necessary to satisfy (b).
Again, simulation based tables often contain inaccuracies and do not cover
very low quantiles due to the diﬃculty of simulating low quantiles. Hamilton
(1994, p. 762) reports the 5%-quantile as −8.1, the 2.5%-quantile as −10.5,
and the 1%-quantile as −13.8; (a) is violated because the last digit is wrong
each time, and (b) is violated because Fκ(−8.1) ≈ 4.9%,F κ(−10.5) ≈ 2.46%
and Fκ(−13.8) ≈ 0.97%.
The outer series
Our error bound (3.5) (with the parameter b given by (3.7)) is accurate for
most z, thereby avoiding the evaluation of many unnecessary summands Fj(z).
Much as with the t statistic, it turns out that the series in j has a very fast








Fj(−2) <. 512 × 10
−19,
so that Fκ(−2) is very well approximated by F0(−2) alone. Unfortunately, we
a r eu n a b l et op r o v et h em o n o t o n eg r o w t hi nz<0 of the error bound, although
plausible and conﬁrmed by plots with Maple 7. If the monotone growth holds,
then by (4.11) we have the accurate approximation Fτ(z) ≈ F0(z) for all z ≤− 2
and hence in particular in the region of the common low quantiles quantiles
(1%, 2.5%, 5%, 10%). Note that when j =0the two expressions of Theorem











In analogy to Table 4.2, the below Table 4.5 gives for diﬀerent z the smallest
integer J ≥− 1 f o rw h i c ho u rb o u n df o rt h ee r r o rε := ε(J): =
P∞
j=J+1 Fj(z),
and hence ε itself, is strictly bounded by 10−n for diﬀerent n.CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 90
z = −50 z = −5 z = −1 z = −.1 z = −.01 z = −.001
|ε| < 10−4 −1 0 1 3 11 34
|ε| < 10−8 0 0 1 5 17 56
|ε| < 10−16 0 1 2 8 27 86
|ε| < 10−32 0 1 3 12 40 128
T a b l e4 . 5 :T r u n c a t i o no r d e r sf o rt h eo u t e rs e r i e si nFκ
If it was believed that the error bound is indeed a growing function in
z ∈ R−, then this table could again be used for any given z ≤− .001 by
referring to the next higher z mentioned by the table.
The inner series
Since we possess a truncation error bound only for the second inner series
of Theorem 2.11, this (rather than Abadir’s) inner series should be used to
calculate Fj(z). Further advantages of the second expressions are that the ﬁnite
sum in l is restricted to the coeﬃcient c(j,k) and does not contain the parabolic
cylinder function; hence, expensive multiple evaluations of the latter need not
be excluded by a sum reordering (cf. Section 4.2.3); further, if the coeﬃcient
c(j,k) is calculated using the expression (2.32)-(2.33), any numerical instability
or overﬂow can be avoided (even for very large j,k) since (2.32)-(2.33) is a sum
of terms that all have the same sign (by contrast, the sum (2.30)-(2.31) for
c(j,k) should not be used since it is alternating, and individual terms can
become much larger than their sum, possibly leading to instability).
So, let Fj(z)=
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) be the second series of Theorem 2.11. For
all relevant z, this series converges quite fast, and the truncation order Kj(z)
usually is far below 100, even at high required precision11. However, since our
error bound for
P∞
k=K Fjk(z) only holds when K ≥ j, at least the summands
Fj0(z),...,Fj,j−1(z) have to be evaluated. Hence, if J is the truncation order




k=0 1=J(J +1 ) /2=O(J2)
summands have to be evaluated. This leads to an eﬃciency problem only for
z very close 0 where J becomes large.
11We assume a straightfroward decomposition of precision (cf. section 4.1),
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A (possibly not worthwhile) eﬃciency improvement is achieved by using the
fact that the bound for
P∞
k=K Fjk(z) is decreasing12 as a function of j(≤ K):
After choosing a precision decomposition (cf. Section 4.1.1) satisfying pj = p0
for j =1 ,...,J,and evaluating the truncation order Kj for j =0 , one may put
Kj := K0 for all j satisfying j ≤ K0 (if j>K 0 this choice of Kj is not allowed
because Kj h a st ob ea tl e a s tj, as mentioned earlier). By this method, Kj
is possibly larger than necessary, but some bound evaluations may have been
saved.
Note that our bound is not monotone in z, implying that the number Kj
needed to reach a given precision of the inner series is not a monotone function
of z. So, as with the Leibniz series in Section 4.3, a table analogous to the earlier
tables (4.2), (4.3) and (4.5) would be of no use for those z not mentioned, and
hence is not reported.
Extreme values of z
As with the t statistic, eﬃciency problems can arise for extreme values:
• If z ↑ 0 the number of summands needed from the series in j grows to
∞,a si ss e e nf r o mt h eb o u n d( 3 . 5 ) .C o m p a r e dw i t ht h ets t a t i s t i c ,t h e
growth of the truncation order J(z) is slower, but more summands are
needed to approximate each Fj(z) because Kj(z) ≥ j, as mentioned. Still,
an eﬃcient and accurate approximation of Fκ(z) is possible at least until
z = −0.001.
• Much as for the t statistic, the approximation ﬁnally becomes ineﬃ-
cient as z →− ∞because, while from the series in j the ﬁrst sum-
mand F0(z) suﬃces at high precision, more and more summands F0k(z)


















kD−k−3/2 (y(2j +3 /2)),
which by our bound (written as in (3.8)) and by using that j2 − j/2 − 7/16 =

















The latter upper bound is indeed decreasing in j.CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 92
are needed to approximate F0(z). However, even for z = −40 we have
|
P∞
k=100 Fjk(−40)| < 10−6, so that the number of summands is still mod-
erate for z = −40, which is way beyond all common quantiles. Most
importantly, it should be mentioned that the recurrence relation (4.6),
if used to compute the parabolic cylinder function, produces sharply in-
creasing relative errors at each step, and a stability test as described in
Appendix F should be built in; the author found that, to compensate
for the numerical instability, a ﬂoating point precision of over 30 digits
is required when z = −15, and one of at over 60 digits is needed when
z = −40.
4.4.2 Case of z>0: numerical implementation of Theo-
rem 2.15
For the case z>0 Theorem 2.15 writes Fκ(z) as −1+
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) and gives
two expressions of the form
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) for Fj(z). Although we do not possess
truncation error bounds, the author has numerically tested the convergence
behaviour of the occurring series. Overall, one observes much less eﬃcient
convergences than for z<0 or for the formulae for Fτ(z).
The outer series
As pointed out at the beginning of Section 2.3.4, it clearly seems that P∞
j=0 Fj(z) also converges when 0 <z≤ 1/2 (where Theorem 2.15 has not
been proven). T h e r ei sn oa p p a r e n tc h a n g ei nc o n v e r g e n c eb e h a v i o u ri nt h e
neighbourhood of z =1 /2. It moreover seems that the convergence is indeed
to the correct value, i.e. that Fκ(z)=−1+
P∞
j=0 Fj(z) holds for all z>0.
Whatever the value of z>0, many more than 50 summands in j appear
to be necessary to meet even low standards of accuracy. The appropriate
truncation order J = J(z) tends to ∞ both for z ↓ 0 and for z →∞and
seems to reach its minimum far to the left of the 90%-quantile of z ≈ .93.F o r
z in the region of the commonly required quantiles, already hundreds or even
thousands of summands in j are necessary.
The inner series
For the inner series, it is probably advisable to use the second presented
series in k of Theorem 2.15; as in the case of z<0 (cf. Section 4.4.1), advan-
tages over the ﬁr s te x p r e s s i o na r er e l a t e dt ot h ef a c tt h a tt h eﬁnite sum in l is
restricted to the coeﬃcient c(j,k) which can be evaluated in a stable way usingCHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 93
(2.32)-(2.33). Hence let Fj(z)=
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) be the second series of Theorem
2.15.
The larger z is, the slower Fj(z)=
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) seems to converge. This
convergence rate seems to deteriorate as j increases, unlike for z<0 or for
the approximation of Fτ(z). As a consequence, as j increases, despite |Fj(z)|
tends to decrease, surprisingly the truncation order Kj needed to approximate
Fj(z)=
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) increases (for large z sharply). Only for very small z does
Kj slowly grow in j and is possibly much below j; already when z>0.1 the
number Kj is easily larger than j; in the region of the 90%-quantile (z ≈ .93) Kj
usually exceeds 5j, so that one needs at least
PJ
j=0 5j =5 ( J+1)J/2 summands
and hence more than 106 summands when J ≥ 650.
Further, for z below, say, 0.7, a numerical instability can result from the fact
that the summands Fjk(z),k∈ N, may become extremely large in absolute
value, although their sum Fj(z)=
P∞
k=0 Fjk(z) is small. More precisely, it
seems that, as j →∞ , the maximum maxn∈N |Fjk(z)| tends to ∞ although
the sum Fj(z) tends to 0. This problem seems not to occur when z ≥ 3/4 and
hence in particular in the region of commonly used quantiles.
Finally, if using the recurrence relation to evaluate the parabolic cylinder
function in Fjk(z), given the possibly very high number of necessary recursion
steps it is particularly important to prevent error explosion (for instance via
the techniques of Appendix F).
4.4.3 Case of z<0: numerical implementation of Theo-
rem 2.17
The formula of Theorem 2.17, valid for z<0, involves a single inﬁnite se-
ries (in j), say Fκ(z)=
P∞
j=0 Fj(z), which should be truncated as discussed





l=0 Fjkl(z), the total number of summands to be calculated
in an approximation F(z) ≈
PJ
j=0 Fj(z) is of the order O(J3). For this reason
it is fortunate that it turns out that J can be chosen relatively low (except for
extreme values of z). This is partly due to the strength of the truncation error
bound which prevents a signiﬁcant overestimation of the truncation order J.
At least when z ∈ [−25,−0.005], the computation is eﬃcient, J being below
100 even at high precision such as p =1 0 −10. Unlike in the two-series expression
(cf. Section 4.4.1), J tends to ∞ not only for z ↑ 0 but also for z →− ∞ . The
minimum value for J is reached around z = −0.1 where J is roughly around 10
at any common precision p. The growth of J as z approaches either 0 or −∞ isCHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION 94
relatively slow, and provided that the level of accuracy is not chosen extremely
high the computation of Fκ(z) is even possible beyond the range [−25,0.005]
with a certain loss of eﬃciency.
The author is unable to derive the precise intervals on which the error bound
is a decreasing respectively increasing function of z. The table below has a
diﬀerent type than the Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5: it contains for certain intervals
[a,b] ⊂ R− truncation orders J for which numerical tests clearly indicate (but
not prove) that when z ∈ [a,b] then our bound for ε(J): =
P∞
j=J+1 Fj(z) (and









|ε| < 10−5 70 50 35 20
|ε| < 10−10 100 70 50 30
Table 4.6: Truncation orders in the "one series" expression for Fκ
4.4.4 Numerical comparison of the formulae of Theo-
rems 2.11 and 2.17
While the approximation using the one-series expression (Theorems 2.11) and
the two-series expression (Theorem 2.17) usually both are very eﬃcient and
accurate, eﬃciency problems can arise when z ↑ 0 or z →− ∞ . For z ↑ 0
the number J of needed summands from the series in j both times grows to
inﬁnity; the author has found the one-series formula more eﬃcient for z say in
(−0.05,0). As z →− ∞ , the approximation ﬁnally becomes ineﬃcient too, for
the one-series formula because J →∞and for the two-series formula because,
while J is 0 at even high precision, more and more summands in k are needed to
approximate F0(z). When z is beyond say −25, the one-series formula becomes
ineﬃcient. By contrast the two-series formula is still eﬃcient when z = −40:
for instance, |
P∞
k=100 Fjk(−40)| < 10−6, i.e. 100 summands suﬃce at precision
10−6.Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis has investigated Dickey-Fuller distributions in autoregressive models
without deterministics. These distributions arise when testing the hypothesis
of a unit root in a time series, which is particularly relevant to econometrics.
The analytical forms derived for these distribution functions are integral-
free, but involve at least one inﬁnite summation. They also contain a higher
transcendental function which is either an incomplete gamma function (for Fτ)
or the parabolic cylinder function (for Fκ). Similar forms have been derived
by Abadir (1993, 1995). Each expression derived here or by Abadir is valid
only for one sign of the argument. This is a consequence of the nature of the
expansions performed here and by Abadir and does not mean that Dickey-
Fuller distributions have special properties at the origin z =0(such as some
unsmoothness of the distribution function).
Regarding Fτ, the author as well as Abadir were unable to derive closed
expressions for positive z. Our formula for negative z involves a Leibniz series,
which provides a comfortable truncation criterion.
Regarding Fκ, we derived the ﬁrst closed expression valid for positive z, as
well as the ﬁrst closed expression valid for negative z and involving a single
inﬁnite summation.
Diﬀerentiation of expressions for Fτ and Fκ, yields formulae for the densities
fτ and fκ which contain the same number of inﬁnite summations and tend to
be more complicated.
The derived expressions show no apparent analytical structure. It seems
diﬃcult and with the techniques presented here perhaps impossible to derive
any simple summation-free closed expression in terms of elementary and special
functions. The question of whether such expressions exist for Dickey-Fuller
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d i s t r i b u t i o n si sl e f to p e n .
I nt h o s ef o r m u l a et h a ta r ev a l i df o rn e g a t i v ez, the convergence rates of
the series were seen to be suﬃciently fast to allow a highly accurate numerical
evaluations based on provided truncation error bounds; in the expressions with
two series, usually the outer series can be truncated after the ﬁrst summand.
For negative z, ineﬃciency only occurs when z is extremely close to 0 or so far
from 0 that Fτ(z) respectively Fκ(z) becomes extremely small. By contrast,
for positive z the expressions for Fκ(z) contain very slowly converging series,
and the author was unable to derive suitable truncation error bounds.
The limits of the pursued approach can be seen from the various diﬃculties
encountered when z>0: In this case, no expression could be derived for τ, and
our expressions for κ are only proven when z>1/2 and have no clear series
truncation criteria.
Using our formulae for negative z,we provided tables of quantiles of τ and κ,
ranging from the 0.001%-quantile to the 65%-quantile. These tables are more
accurate than those in the literature and for the ﬁrst time contain quantiles far
below the 1%-quantile. These very low quantiles can in some cases be used to
reject the null hypothesis beyond any reasonable doubt.Appendix A
Special Functions
• Pochhammer’s symbol (Temme, 1996, p. 72):
(a)n := a · (a +1 )· ... · (a + n − 1) = Γ(a + n)/Γ(a),a ∈ C,n∈ N.








,ζ ∈ C,n∈ N.













−tdt, ζ,p ∈ C.
The function Γ(p,ζ) is used to express Fτ(z). It satisﬁes the functional
relations Γ(p +1 ,ζ) − pΓ(p,ζ) − ζpe−ζ =0and d
dζΓ(p,ζ)=−ζp−1e−ζ
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where ζ,a1,...,ak ∈ C and b1,...,bm ∈ C \{ 0,−1,−2,...} and m,k ∈ N.
This series has convergence radius ∞ if k ≤ m, convergence radius 1
when k = m +1 , and convergence radius 0 if k>m+1 .
• The parabolic cylinder function (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, p. 1092-





































,ζ , p ∈ C.
This function is used to express Fκ(z). It satisﬁes the functional relations
Dp+1(ζ)−ζDp(ζ)+pDp−1(ζ)=0and D0
p(ζ)+ζDp(ζ)/2−pDp−1(ζ)=0 ,
as well as the diﬀerential equation u00(ζ)+( p +1 /2 − ζ2/4)u(ζ)=0 . It









,n ∈ N,ζ∈ C.
• Abadir (1993) introduces the related function
K(p,ζ): =e
ζ2/4Dp(ζ),ζ , p ∈ C.
• The modiﬁed Bessel function Kp(ζ) can when Re(ζ) > 0 be deﬁned by





−ζ cosh(t) cosh(pt)dt, p ∈ C, Reζ>0.Appendix B
Fourier and Laplace Transforms
Here we deﬁne Laplace and Fourier transforms of functions and Borel measures.
The literature is not consistent on whether to use a "+"o ra" −"i nt h e
exponent. At least in Functional Analysis, the more common convention (which
we adopt) is a "−". However, mostly a "+"i su s e dt od e ﬁne characteristic
functions or moment generating functions of random variables or vectors. Since
we always use a "−", to avoid confusion we do not talk of "characteristic
functions" or "moment generating functions" of random variables or vectors,
but of their Fourier transforms respectively Laplace transforms.
Laplace transforms.
Our notion of a Laplace transform is, in general, bilateral1.
• Given a bounded (positive or signed or complex) Borel measure µ on







exists, then it deﬁnes the Laplace transform of µ in p.
• Given a (real- or complex-valued) measurable function f on Rn (e.g. a
probability density function), the Laplace transform of f is deﬁned as the
Laplace transform of the Borel measure µ with density f. More precisely,
1For instance, in the 1-dimensional case a Laplace transform always is an
integral over some interval (a,∞), and the transform is bilateral if a = −∞
and unilateral if a =0 .
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exists, then it deﬁnes the Laplace transform of f in p.
• Given a random vector X =( X1,...,Xn) in Rn, its (joint) Laplace trans-
form is deﬁned as the Laplace transform ¯ PX of its probability distribution






exists, then it deﬁnes the (joint) Laplace transform of X.
Fourier transforms
Note that the deﬁned Laplace transforms ¯ µ(p), ¯ f(p) and E{exp(−pX)}
exist when p ∈ (iR)m, provided that f ∈ L1(Rn) (e.g. a density function).
The functions from Rn to C deﬁned by
ˆ µ(a): =¯ µ(ia), ˆ f(a): =¯ µ(ia),E {exp(−ia)}
are, respectively, the Fourier transformations2 of µ, f and X.
Apart from the diﬀerent sign in the exponent, the Laplace respectively
Fourier transform of X corresponds to the moment generating respectively
characteristic function of X.
An inversion formula























































2The transformation µ 7→ ˆ µ deﬁnes a one-to-one linear function from the
bounded Borel measures on Rn into the bounded and uniformly continuous
function on Rn; moreover, ˆ f vanishes at inﬁnity for all f ∈ L1(Rn) (Petersen,
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See Appendix A for the parabolic cylinder function Dp(ζ).













we can by a triangle argument replace the path by a new path, γ, which cor-
responds to the square root of the old path. Then substituting
√
q for p, the





















The claimed relation now follows from Prudnikov and Brychkov and Marichev
(1992), p. 52, 10.
This relation, which so far is proven for A<0, holds for all A ∈ C because
both sides are entire (i.e. on C holomorphic) functions (Dν(.) is entire by
Erdélyi (1953, vol. 2, p. 117).
T h ec a s ew h e r eν = k is a nonnegative integer is analogous and uses Prud-
nikov and Brychkov and Marichev (1992), p. 52, 10. QED.Appendix C
Complement to Section 1.3.6
We here give a concise summary of the model generalisations (mentioned in
Section 1.4) which lead to the same asymptotic distributions of unit root tests.
Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests
Dickey and Fuller (1979, 1981) propose to control for serial correlation by
(for some p ≥ 1) considering the AR(p) process Xt,t=0 ,...,T satisfying:
(C.1) Xt = φ1Xt−1 + ... + φpXt−p + ηt,t = q,...,T,
where ηt is an independent identically distributed sequence with mean 0 and
ﬁnite fourth moment. This equation can be transformed into:
(C.2) Xt = αXt−1 + ζ
1∆Xt−1 + ... + ζ
p−1∆Xt−p+1 + ηt,
where α := φ1 + ... + φp and ζj := −(φj+1 + ... + φp) for j =0 ,...,p − 1. The
l i n e a rr e p a r a m e t e r i s a t i o n( C . 2 )h a st h ea d v a n t a g et h a tt h eu n i tr o o th y p o t h e s i s
simply has the form α =1 : indeed, the “lag polynomial” in (C.1), viz. 1 −
φ1z − ... − φpzp, is 0 in z =1if and only if α =1 . To test the unit root
hypothesis H0 : α =1 , Dickey and Fuller’s advice is to estimate the model
(C.2) by standard OLS, and based on the estimates ˆ αT, ˆ ζ1
T,..., ˆ ζ
p−1
T , ˆ σ2 to still
deﬁne the t statistic by τT := (ˆ αT − 1)/ˆ σˆ αT, while correcting the deﬁnition of
κT as follows:
κT :=
T(ˆ αT − 1)
1 − ˆ ζ1




In τT, ˆ σ2
ˆ αT is the usual OLS estimator for the regression variance σ2
ˆ αT, namely
ˆ σ2




−1 , where ˆ σ2
T
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is the OLS estimator of σ2 and Xt is the vector of time t regressors, Xt :=
(Xt−1,∆Xt−1,...,∆Xt−p+1)0. Under the assumption that the lag polynomial 1−
φ1z −...−φpzp has one unit root (i.e. that a =1 ) , and that all other roots are
stationary, i.e. outside the unit circle, the test statistics τT and κT have the
same limiting distributions as the limiting distributions arising in the AR(1)
model of Section 1.2, cf. (1.4).
Phillips-Perron tests
While the Dickey-Fuller approach still assumes the speciﬁcation of the au-
toregression order p, Phillips (1987) proposes a very general non-parametric
approach. While keeping the AR(1) equation
Xt = αXt−1 + ηt,t =1 ,2,...,
he assumes that the error process (ηt)t=1,2,... is subject to the following very
general assumptions1:( a )E(ηt)=0for all t; (b) λ2 := limT→∞T−1E[(η1+...+
ηT)2] exists and is positive; (c) (ηt) is strongly mixing2 with mixing coeﬃcients





These conditions allow for a wide range of serially dependent as well as





control the extent of the heterogeneity respectively of the temporal dependence
of the ηt. Note also that, if (ηt) was a white noise process, then λ2 would simply
b et h ev a r i a n c eo fηt. Those allowed error processes that are stationary (i.e.
have constant ﬁrst and second moments) contain in particular all stationary
Gaussian ARMA(p,q) processes (with p,q < ∞); another allowed stationary
class is all MA(∞) processes ηt :=
P∞
j=0 ψj˜ ηt−j,w h e r e
P∞
j=0 j |ψj| < ∞ and
the ˜ ηj are independent and identically distributed with mean 0 and ﬁnite fourth
moment (Hamilton (1994), p. 505, Proposition 17.3).
Under these model assumptions, Phillips (1987, p. 287) proposes to deﬁne
the test statistics τT and κT as:
τT :=















κT :=T(ˆ αT − 1) −
ˆ λ2






1These are the conditions in Phillips (1987), Theorem 4.2; we use a diﬀerent
notation, and the symbol σ2 is used diﬀerently.
2See H. White (1984) for the deﬁnition of strongly mixing.
3"heterogeneous" means that the distribution of ηt may depend on t.APPENDIX C. COMPLEMENT TO SECTION 1.3.6 104







for α, and ˆ σ2
T
is (for instance) the estimator T−1 P
t (Xt − ˆ αTXt−1)
2 for the average error
variance σ2 := limT→∞ T−1 PT
t=1 E(η2
t), and ˆ λ2
T is some consistent estimator
of λ2. Phillips (1987) shows the consistency (under α =1 )o fˆ αT and ˆ σ2
T and
proposes ways to deﬁne the consistent estimator ˆ λ2
T of λ2. Comparing these
deﬁnitions of τT and κT with those deﬁnitions in the simple AR(1) model
of Section 1.2 with independent N(0,σ2) errors, it is seen that that the ﬁrst
summand of the new κT is identical with the old κT, while for τT the connection
is slightly more remote. By Theorem 5.1 in Phillips (1987), the statistics τT and
κT thus redeﬁned have precisely the same Dickey-Fuller limiting distributions
obtained for the simple AR(1) model, cf. (1.4).
The power of Phillip’s approach is that it can detect unit roots in most
general time series. However, note that this model is not a regression model
in the usual sense because the regressor Xt−1 is not independent of the error
ηt. Standard OLS estimation of α, which is consistent for α =1 , fails to be
consistent in the stationary case |α| < 1. Since the model is non-parametric
with respect to ηt, it cannot fully capture the dynamics of the data generating
process; nor can ˆ αTXT be used as a predictor for XT+1.Appendix D
Proof for Lemma 2.18
This appendix relates to Abadir’s (1995) derivation for the distribution of τ.
































After performing the below discussed series expansion on the integrand, and by
assuming interchangeability of summation with both integrations, Abadir ﬁnds
the expression of Lemma 2.18 by an elementary technical derivation (Abadir,
1995, p. 778-779). As we mentioned after Lemma 2.18, the (only) theoretical
diﬃculty is to prove the interchangeability of the principal-value integral in
























































¯ ¯ ¯ = e−Re
√
8v < 1 and
√
2v−u √
2v+u → 1 as |u| →∞ , as u ﬃciently large
gv > 0 ensures that for all Reu = gv
(D.2) sup
u∈(gv−i∞,gv+i∞)









¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
< 1.
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It will not be possible to prove this Proposition using the dominated con-







−1/2) as |u| →∞ ,u ∈ C,
and hence e˜ ruP∞
j=0 sj(u) is not Lebesgue-integrable over (gv − i∞,g v + i∞).
Proof. First assume that the relation resulting from replacing each e˜ ru by
e˜ rgv cos[Im(˜ ru)] in (D.5) holds, and that the relation resulting from replacing
each e˜ ru by e˜ rgv sin[Im(˜ ru)] also holds. Then, since e˜ ru = e˜ rgv{cos[Im(˜ ru)] +
isin[Im(˜ ru)]}, the original relation also holds.



























˜ rgv cos[Im(˜ ru)]sj(u)du
¾
. (D.6)
The analogous relation involving sin instead of cos can be proven similarly.
The proof consists of the following steps:APPENDIX D. PROOF FOR LEMMA 2.18 107
• Step A: We assume v is real and positive and write the jth summand




• Step B: For each j we determine an mj such that
P∞
m=0 am is a Leibniz
series up from mj (i. e. from m ≥ mj the signs of the am’s are alternating
and |am| ↓ 0).
• Step C: Still for v>0, we deduce (D.6).
• Step D: We generalise (D.6) to Rev>0.
Step A
We ﬁrst prove this Lemma.




































2v+u), where by Reu = gv and (D.2) z(u) belongs
to some compact subset of the disc of convergence of this power series (with
radius 1). So this power series and hence also
P∞
j=0 cos[Im(˜ ru)]sj(u) converge
uniformly in u where Reu = gv. This implies (D.7). QED.
Now suppose v>0. By substituting u = gv + iπw/˜ r in (D.7) and applying























cos(πw)sj(gv + iπw/˜ r)dw
¾
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and we ﬁnally need to show that, on the right hand side, the limit in L can be
applied termwise. In other word, by restricting L t oal a t t i c e ,w eh a v et op r o v e
that
(D.8) lim









where for all n ∈ N





cos(πw)sj(gv + iπw/˜ r)dw
This will be achieved through writing limn→∞ In as a series k
P∞
m=0 am (this









sj(gv + iπw/˜ r)+e








cos(πw)Re{sj(gv + iπw/˜ r)}dw,













cos(πw)Re{sj(gv + iπw/˜ r)} dw, m ≥ 1.
Since cos(πw) has constant sign on (m−1/2,m+1/2), the mean value theorem
for integrals can be applied, according to which there exists a φm ∈ [m−1/2,m+
1/2] such that for m ≥ 1







Re{sj(gv + iπφm/˜ r)}.APPENDIX D. PROOF FOR LEMMA 2.18 109
Since gv was chosen arbitrarily satisfying (D.2), we can here choose gv to be
any positive real (this is because
√
2v>0 by v>0). Let gv :=
√
2v. Also
letting a := π/˜ r and b := 2
√
2v, by (D.4) we obtain
































Now we determine an mj ∈ N from where the am’s have the Leibniz prop-
erty, more precisely from where the real part in am is decreasing (its convergence















We have to ﬁnd a right neighbourhood of 0 in which Reg(λ) is increasing. This
function (although nowhere holomorphic if λ was allowed to become complex)
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Lemma D.3 d
dλ Reg(λ) ≥ 0 for
(D.11) 0 <λ≤ B(j): =( 2 j +1 )
−1 b
−1a.
Proof. Let λ>0. By (D.10), d































(2j +1 )a r gz1 +a r gz2 mod2π,
where
z1 :=1 + iba
−1λ,










Now assume λ satisﬁes (D.11). We will deduce bounds for both argz1 and
argz2, and these bounds will imply θ ∈ [−π/2,π/2]. Consider ﬁrst argz1.
Jordan’s inequality says that, if ψ ∈ [0,π/2], then ψ ≤ (π/2)sinψ. So, since























On the other hand, argz2 ∈ [0,π/2] since Imz2 ≥ 0 and condition (D.11)
ensures that
Rez2 =1− (2j +1 )
b2a−2λ2




≥ 1 − (2j +1 )b
2a
−2B(j)
2 =1− (2j +1 )
−1 ≥ 0.
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Since φm ∈ [m − 1/2,m+1 /2],φ −1
m is a non-increasing function of m, and
so the above Lemma implies that Reg(φ−1
m ) is non-increasing as a function of
m provided that φ−1
m ≤ B(j), i.e. provided that φm ≥ B(j)−1, and hence in
particular for



















exists, which is the ﬁrst part of (D.8).
Step C









This series is absolutely convergent because it converges and, by the Leibniz
property from m ≥ mj, all apart from ﬁnitely many summands are of the same

































|a2m + a2m+1| =




¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
=








Now, from the deﬁnition of am one easily deduces that
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˜ r a2m con-


























































This completes the proof of (D.8) for real v>0.APPENDIX D. PROOF FOR LEMMA 2.18 113
Step D
We now have to generalise (D.5) to Rev>0. This is done by showing that
both sides of (D.5) deﬁne holomorphic functions of v on Rev>0. Since these
functions coincide on the subset R+ (which contains limit points), the identity
theorem implies that they coincide on the whole of Rev>0.
The left hand side is holomorphic on Rev>0 because it is the Laplace
inverse, taken in ˜ r, of a function of the kind a(1 + ub)


















verse can be calculated as discussed in Section 2.2, the result being a holomor-
phic function on Rev>0.
So far as the right hand side of (D.5) is concerned, the termwise inverses as
calculated by Abadir (1995) are holomorphic on Rev>0; one can easily show
that their inﬁnite sum converges locally uniformly in v on Rev>0 and so the
limit is holomorphic on Rev>0. QED.Appendix E
Proofs for Section 2.4.3








































From here, Section 2.4.3 proceeds to calculate the distribution function Fτ(z)= R z
−∞ fτ(z0)dz0 by interchanging the integral in z0 ﬁrst with the inﬁnite sum and
then with in integral occurring in Sjk(z). In the Lemmata E.1 and E.2 below
we proves that both of these interchanges were legitimate.
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Proof. In order to apply the dominated convergence theorem, we ﬁrst
dominate the jth summand of the integrand fτ(z0): by the binomial formula,










¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
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¯ ¯ ≤ 2(t





































































Here, the integral in z0 was interchanged ﬁrst with the sum using the monotone
convergence theorem, and then with the integral in ¯ Sj(z0) using the fact that
the integrand to the double integral is a positive function. The double integralAPPENDIX E. PROOFS FOR SECTION 2.4.3 116
















































































































The last line can be bounded by using the order 0 asymptotic expansion of
the incomplete gamma function: By Erdélyi (1953, vol. 2, p. 135, (6)), this
expansion is Γ(α,z0)=z0α−1e−z0 {1+o(1)} as z0 →∞ ;i fα>0,t h e nΓ(α,z0)
is a continuous function of z0 ∈ [0,∞[, and so the expansion implies that there
is a constant k(α) > 0 such that Γ(α,z0) ≤ k(α)z0α−1e−z0 for all z0 ∈ [0,∞[.
























































































where Cz is a positive constant that depends on z but not on j. The integral
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It remains to prove that one may interchange integrals:
Lemma E.2 For all z<0, the order of integration in the double integral R z




































(z02s2+1)(s+1) −1/2 which has a ﬁnite double integral
by the argument in the proof of Lemma E.1. Therefore the integrand in (E.1)
is (product-)integrable over ] −∞ ,z] ×[4j +1 ,∞[, and the claim follows from
the theorem of Fubini. QED.Appendix F
Stability Tests for Recursive
Evaluations
Suppose that Fκ(z) is for z<0 calculated using the expression of Theorem
2.11. Assume further that the recursion relation
(F.1) Dp+1(ζ) − ζDp(ζ)+pDp−1(ζ)=0
is used to calculate the relevant values of the parabolic cylinder function. In this
Appendix we explain how rounding errors in this recursion can be controlled.
The discussion would be similar for the one series formula for Fκ(z), or for
the formulae for Fκ(z) when z>0, or for the formulae for Fτ(z) in which the
incomplete gamma function can be calculated by recursion (cf. Section 4.2.1).
The danger in the recursion relation (F.1) is not only due to a possible error
accumulation after many recursion steps, but also to a possible relative error
“explosion” in a single step due to the additive operation. Indeed, given two
(non-identical) numbers a,b ∈ R for which one has approximations ˆ a and ˆ b,
the relative error of the diﬀerence´ ˆ b − ˆ a as an approximation of b − a is
(ˆ b − ˆ a) − (b − a)
b − a
=
(ˆ b − b) − (ˆ a − a)
b − a
which, even if ˆ b−b and ˆ a−a are small, may be arbitrarily large if b−a happens
to be close 0.
We derive three upper bounds (Rn,R 0
n and R00
n) for the relative error con-
tained in the recursively calculated value for Dp(ζ); only the third of these
bounds satisﬁes all practical needs.
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The setting
W ew r i t eah a t“ b” over a quantity or an expression to denote its computer
evaluation (usually with errors); the evaluation may consist of many operations
following each other: for instance, \ a +2 b = \ a + b 2b. We deﬁne the relative error
s of an approximation ˆ a of a as s := (ˆ a − a)/a, interpreted as 0 if ˆ a = a =0 ,
as +∞ if ˆ a>a=0 , and as −∞ if ˆ a<a=0. The identity ˆ a = a(1 + s) holds
except when ˆ a 6= a =0 .
In Theorem 2.11, Fκ(z) is for z<0 expressed in terms of parabolic cylinder
functions of the form
Dn := D−n−3/2(ζ) where ζ :=
p
2|z|(2j +3 /2) and n ∈ N.
For given z<0 and j, the approximation ˆ Dn of Dn is calculated as follows:
The initial values D0 and D1 are calculated directly1, yielding approximations
ˆ D0 and ˆ D1, and later values are calculated using the recursion relation
(F.2) Dn =( Dn−2 − ζDn−1)/(n +1 /2) ∀n ≥ 2.
In other words, the software computes ˆ Dn by evaluating (with rounding errors)
the expression ( ˆ Dn−2 − ζ ˆ Dn−1)/(n +1 /2). An integral representation of the
incomplete gamma function (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1994, p. 1092, 9.241)
shows that
(F.3) Dn > 0, ∀n ∈ N,
which indicates the possibility of a relative error “explosion” in the diﬀerence
(F.2). Call rn t h er e l a t i v ee r r o ro f ˆ Dn, so that rn =(ˆ Dn − Dn)/Dn or ˆ Dn =
Dn(1 + rn).
We have to derive a suitable upper bound for |rn|. The idea is that, whenever
Dn is updated, the program also updates the bound for |rn| and checks whether
the latter is small enough. If not, then the ﬂoating point precision should be
increased, resulting in a smaller bound for |rn| due to smaller values for the
parameters R0,R 1,Rand S deﬁned below.
We assume that there are known numbers R0,R 1,R,S∈ R such that
• ˆ D0 and ˆ D1 are correct to relative precisions satisfying |r0| ≤ R0 and
|r1| ≤ R1,
1See section 4.2.2 for the case that the parabolic cylinder function is not
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• each elementary operation produces a relative error of at most R in ab-
solute value2; in particular, if the correct result is 0, the calculated result
is 0;
• t h es q u a r er o o ti nζ is evaluated to a relative error of at most S in absolute
value;
• the terms n+1/2, 2j+3/2 and 2|z| (the last two occur in ζ)a r ee v a l u a t e d
without error.
The last assumption is appropriate given some minimal standards of ﬂoating
point accuracy together with supposing that n and j do not become extremely
large (hence no overﬂo w )a n dt h a tt h ei n p u tv a r i a b l ez has a reasonably simple
form with not too many digits in the mantissa.
The bound Rn for rn
The following proposition contains a ﬁrst bound for rn.
Proposition F.1 Under the above assumptions, rn satisﬁes the inequality |rn|
≤ Rn for all n ∈ N, where the error bound Rn is given by the recursion formula
Rn := Un +( 1+Un)(2R + R
2), ∀n ≥ 2,
with Un depending on Dn−1,D n−2 and Rn−1,R n−2 via
Un :=
Dn−2Rn−2 + ζDn−1[Rn−1 +( 1+Rn−1)(S +( 1+S)(2R + R2))]
Dn−2 − ζDn−1
,n ≥ 2.
Since R is typically very small, Rn is essentially Un. The possibility of a
relative error “explosion” is reﬂe c t e di nt h ef a c tt h a tt h ed e n o m i n a t o ro fUn
can become very small if the two (positive) terms Dn−2 and ζDn−1 may have
similar magnitudes.
Proof. We prove by induction that |rn| ≤ Rn for all n ∈ N. The inequality
holds by assumption for n =0 ,1. Now let n ≥ 2.N o t eﬁrst that
(F.4) ˆ Dn =
nh








2R could be 0.5×101−d, where d is the number of ﬂoating point digits used
by the software. For istance, if d was only 1, then 1.43 would be rounded to 1,
creating a relative error of (1.43−1)/1.43, w h i c hi si n d e e dl e s st h a n0.5×101−d.APPENDIX F. STABILITY TESTS FOR RECURSIVE EVALUATIONS121
• s is the relative error from calculating ζ =
p
2|z|(2j+3/2) and multiply-
ing the result, ˆ ζ, with ˆ Dn−1,
• s0 is the relative error from subtracting ζ ˆ Dn−1(1 + s) from ˆ Dn−2,
• s00 is the relative error from dividing
h
ˆ Dn−2 − ζ ˆ Dn−1(1 + s)
i
(1 + s0) by
n +1 /2.
Note that by assumption no rounding error occurs in n +1 /2.I n( F . 4 ) ,
ˆ Dn−2 − ζ ˆ Dn−1(1 + s)=Dn−2(1 + rn−2) − ζDn−1(1 + rn−1)(1 + s),
which can be written as
(F.5) ˆ Dn−2 − ζ ˆ Dn−1(1 + s)=( Dn−2 − ζDn−1)(1+un)
with
un :=
Dn−2rn−2 − ζDn−1[rn−1 +( 1+rn−1)s]
Dn−2 − ζDn−1
,









00)=Dn (1 + un)(1+s
0)(1+s
00).










In this we have |s0| ≤ R and |s00| ≤ R. Hence, in order to complete the proof
of |rn| ≤ |Rn| it remains to prove that |un| ≤ Un.
First, we bound s. In calculating ζ ˆ Dn−1 =
p
2|z|(2j +3 /2) ˆ Dn−1, by as-
sumption the terms 2j +3 /2 and 2|z| are evaluated without error. Hence the
only rounding errors occur in the square root (relative error: s1)a n dt h et w o
outer multiplications (relative errors: s2,s 3):
ζ ˆ Dn−1(1 + s)=ζ ˆ Dn−1(1 + s1)(1 + s2)(1 + s3).APPENDIX F. STABILITY TESTS FOR RECURSIVE EVALUATIONS122
If ˆ Dn−1 6=0 , this implies that s c a nb ew r i t t e na s :
s = s1 +( 1+s1)(s2 + s3 + s2s3).
By assumption, |s1| ≤ S, |s2| ≤ R and |s3| ≤ R. Hence
(F.6) |s| ≤ S +( 1+S)(2R + R
2).
If ˆ Dn−1 =0 , t h el a s ti n e q u a l i t yh o l d st o os i n c eζ ˆ Dn−1 is evaluated to 0, so
that s =0 . The inequality |un| ≤ Un now follows by using (F.6), the induction
hypothesis |rn−1| ≤ Rn−1, |rn−2| ≤ Rn−2, and the fact that by (F.3) all of the
terms Dn−2,D n−1 and Dn−2 − ζDn−1 =( n +1 /2)Dn are positive. QED.
The bound R0
n for rn
The bound Rn in Proposition F.1 has two deﬁciencies, both related to the
(recursive) numerical evaluation of Rn:
1. The bound Rn is based on the values Dn−2 and Dn−1,w h i c hi nt h ec a l c u -
lation ˆ Rn are replaced by ˆ Dn−2 and ˆ Dn−1. If ˆ Dn−2 and ˆ Dn−1 were much wrong
approximations of Dn−2 and Dn−1, so would probably be the approximation
ˆ Rn of Rn.
2. The denominator Dn−2−ζDn−1 appearing in Un is a diﬀerence of positive
terms, which contains the danger of numeric instability and hence of a wrong
evaluation of Rn.
Both of these potential problems can be avoided by using slightly changed
(larger) bounds whose computation can not become lower than the original
bound Rn. Let us ﬁr s tt a c k l et h eﬁrst problem by moving to a bound R0
n ≥ Rn,
and later also tackle the second problem by moving to a bound R00
n ≥ R0
n.
To prevent the danger mentioned in 1., we deﬁne a weaker bound R0
n by
replacing each Di by a suitable new quantity. More precisely, we deﬁne R0
n by
the following possibly terminating recursion:
(i) For n =0 ,1 put R0
n := Rn.
(ii) Let n ≥ 2. If R0
n−2 and R0




n := Dn−2/(1 + R
0
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with U0



























The fact that the bound R0
n is available only until the recursion terminates
is no inconvenience since a recursion termination means that the relative errors
may be very large, in which case the calculation of Fκ(z) has anyway to be
repeated with a higher ﬂoating point accuracy. What has changed is that Ri has
been replaced either by Di/(1+R0
i)(≤ Di) or by Di/(1−R0
i)(≥ Di), depending
on whether this Di has a decreasing or increasing eﬀect on the bound. So, by
a straightforward induction, the new bound is weaker:
Corollary F.2 Under the assumptions of Proposition F.1, |rn| ≤ Rn ≤ R0
n for
all n ∈ N for which R0
n is deﬁned.
The advantage of R0
n is in the computation: when computation Rn or R0
n,
each Di is replaced by ˆ Di = Di(1 + ri), and in R0
i the division by (1 ± R0
i)
compensates for the term (1 + ri) since |ri| <R 0
i. To formulate this more pre-
cisely, let us deﬁne the numbers ˜ R0
n by exactly the same (possibly terminating)
recursion as for R0
n, except that now each Di is replaced by ˆ Di:
(i) For n =0 ,1 put ˜ R0
n := Rn.
(ii) Let n ≥ 2. If ˜ R0
n−2 and ˜ R0




n := ˆ Dn−2/(1 + ˜ R
0




n is deﬁned as
˜ R
0
n := ˜ U
0















ˆ Dn−2 ˜ R
0
n−2/(1 − ˜ R
0
n−2)
+ζ ˆ Dn−1[ ˜ R
0
n−1 +( 1+ ˜ R
0
n−1)(S +( 1+S)(2R + R





Note that ˜ R0
n is not yet the calculation ˆ R0
n of R0
n, since in ˆ R0
n also all
operations have to be replaced by their corresponding machine approximations,
ζ h a st ob er e p l a c e db yˆ ζ, and R,S — if not representable — have to be replaced
by ˆ R, ˆ S.APPENDIX F. STABILITY TESTS FOR RECURSIVE EVALUATIONS124
Corollary F.3 Under the assumptions of Proposition F.1, |rn| ≤ Rn ≤ ˜ R0
n for
all n ∈ N for which ˜ R0
n is deﬁned.
Proof. As in Corollary F.2, the ﬁrst inequality |rn| ≤ Rn follows from
Proposition F.1. The second inequality Rn ≤ ˜ R0
n follows from the following
induction. When n =0 ,1, then Rn ≤ ˜ R0
n since by deﬁnition ˜ R0
n = Rn. Now let
n ≥ 2 and assume that ˜ R0
n is deﬁned. By deﬁnition of ri,
(F.7) Di(1 + ri)= ˆ Di.
Let i ∈ {n − 1,n− 2}. We have |ri| ≤ Ri ≤ ˜ R0
i < 1, where the last two
inequalities hold by induction hypothesis. Hence |ri| < 1, so that in (F.7) we
can divide by 1+ri to give
Di = ˆ Di/(1 + ri).
Hence, using that |ri| ≤ ˜ R0
i < 1,
(F.8) ˆ Di/(1 + ˜ R
0
i) ≤ Di ≤ ˆ Di/(1 − ˜ R
0
i).
The claimed inequality Rn ≤ ˜ R0
n now follows if in the formula deﬁning Rn we
bound Dn−1 and Dn−2 according to (F.8), and bound Rn−1 and Rn−2 using




By Corollary F.3, the evaluation of the bound R0
n prevents the risk coming
from a wrong evaluation of Dn, because if in R0
n one replaces Dn by ˆ Dn the
result is still an upper bound of |rn|, namely ˜ R0
n. But a numerical evaluation
of R0
n involves not only replacing Dn by ˆ Dn, but also replacing all elementary
operations in the recursion by their machine approximations (including those
needed to calculate ζ). Hence, ˆ R0
n is not ˜ R0
n, a n dw eh a v et oa s kw h e t h e r ˆ R0
n
will still be an upper bound of |rn|.
Suppose for a moment that all operations in the recursion deﬁning R0
n or
˜ R0
n were well conditioned. Then, as long as n is not extremely large, the ac-
cumulated errors would stay moderate, and hence ˆ R0
n ≈ ˜ R0
n(≥ |rn|); if one was
disturbed by the “≈”, one could instead calculate 2R0
n, which would certainly
yield an upper bound for |rn|.
However, as pointed out in 2. above, the subtraction in the denominator
E0
n in R0
n is a possible source of relative error “explosion”. In order to tackle
this problem, we suggest replacing E0
n by an expression E00
n whose computationAPPENDIX F. STABILITY TESTS FOR RECURSIVE EVALUATIONS125
ˆ E00
n is smaller than ˜ E0
n, thereby increasing the bound. Speciﬁcally, we suggest
calculating the following slightly modiﬁed bound R00
n. Let α>0 bemuchsmaller
than 1, e.g. α := 10−6, and deﬁne R00
n by the following possibly terminating
recursion:
(i) For n =0 ,1 put R00
n := Rn.
(ii) Let n ≥ 2. If R00
n−2 and R00




n := Dn−2(1 − 5R)/(1 + R
00










































n, the new denominator E00
n is smaller than E0
n, and hence:
Corollary F.4 Under the assumptions of Proposition F.1, |rn| ≤ Rn ≤ R0
n ≤
R00
n for all n ∈ N for which R00
n (and hence R0
n) is deﬁned.
In fact, R00
n is close to R0
n unless there is an error explosion in the denom-
inator, in which case R00




n lies again in the computation. Consider ˆ R0
n and ˆ R00
n,t h er e -
cursively calculated values for R0
n and R00
n, and denote their relative errors as










n) and ˆ R
00






n m a y( i nt h ec a s eo fe ne r r o re x p l o s i o ni nE0
n) be either signiﬁcantly
l o w e ro rs i g n i ﬁcantly larger than ˜ R0
n, we will below argue that, for moderate n,
ˆ R00




n ≈ ˜ R
0
n or ˆ R
00
n > ˜ R
0
n.
Here and in the following, “≈”s t a n d sf o ra( v e r y )s m a l lrelative error q00
n,f o r
instance |q00
n| ≤10−8. In other words, (F.11) means that q00
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positive — while q0
n is not controlled. We need to assume that the machine
accuracy parameters R,S,R0,R 1 are (very) small, as it is the case in all com-
mon software. Also, assume that they are machine representable, so that no
ˆ R, ˆ S, ˆ R0, ˆ R1 are needed (otherwise use slightly larger bounds that are repre-
sentable).
The argument why (F.11) holds for moderate n is again by recursion. How-
ever, it may happen that (F.11) becomes wrong for very large n (say for
n>104), since if the recursive argument is applied too often, many small
errors in the “wrong direction” may accumulate into a signiﬁcantly negative
q00
n.
For n =0 ,1 we have ˆ R00
n = ˜ R0
n(= Rn), so (F.11) is satisﬁed.
Now let n ≥ 2 such that ˆ R00
n is deﬁned, i.e. the recursion is still alive. By
induction hypothesis, we have ˆ R00
i ≈ ˜ R0
i or ˆ R00
i > ˜ R0
i for i = n − 1,n− 2.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ˆ R00
i ≈ ˜ R0
i: indeed, if (F.11)
holds for ˆ R00
i ≈ ˜ R0
i then it also holds when ˆ R00
i > ˜ R0
i (for i = n − 2 and/or for
i = n − 1)s i n c e ˆ R00
n is larger for larger ˆ R00
i.
Consider ˆ E00
n and ˆ U00
n, the calculations of E00
n and U00




n ≈ ˜ E
0
n or ˆ E
00
n < ˜ E
0
n.
All operations occurring in (F.10) are numerically stable, where the diﬀerences
1 − ˆ R00
n−1 and 1 − ˆ R00
n−2 a r es t a b l eb e c a u s e ˆ R00
n−1, ˆ R00
n−2 <αby (ii). Using this
and combining with (F.12) and with ˆ R00
i ≈ R0




n ≈ ˜ U
0
n or ˆ U
00
n < ˜ U
0
n.
Now, (F.11) follows by using (F.13) and the fact that all operations in (F.9)
are again numerically stable.
So, it remains to show (F.12). The calculation ˆ E00
n of E00






















• s is the relative error in the calculation of ˆ Dn−2(1−5R)/(1+ ˆ R00
n−2), but
seen as an approximation of ˆ Dn−2(1 − 5R)/(1 + ˜ R0
n−2),APPENDIX F. STABILITY TESTS FOR RECURSIVE EVALUATIONS127
• s0 is the relative error in the calculation of ζ ˆ Dn−1(1+10R)(1+2S)/(1−
ˆ R00
n−1), but seen as an approximation of ˆ Dn−2(1 − 5R)/(1 + ˜ R0
n−2),
• s00 is the relative error from subtracting the latter result from the former
result.
We ﬁrst treat s, for which we can write
(F.15) 1+s =( 1+s1)(1 + s2)(1 + s3)(1 + s4),
where s1 is the relative error in \ 1 − 5R, s2 i st h er e l a t i v ee r r o ri n \ 1+ ˆ R00
n−2 seen
as an approximation of 1+ ˜ R0
n−2,s 3 is the relative error from multiplying ˆ Dn−2
with \ 1 − 5R, and s4 is the relative error from the division.
Since s3,s 4 each come from a single operation, we have |s3|,|s4| ≤ R.
The error s1 comes from calculating 5R and subtracting the result c 5R from
1; as one easily veriﬁes, since 5R is very small, s1 essentially equals the subtrac-
tion error, while the eﬀect of the error in c 5R is negligible; hence in particular
|s1| < 4R/3.
Regarding s2, t h ea r g u m e n ti sa sf o rs1: this error results from the by
induction hypothesis accurate approximation of ˆ R00
n−2 by ˜ R00
n−2 and from the
addition error; again, s2 essentially equals the addition error, because ˆ R00
n−2 is
very small compared to 1 by (ii) in the deﬁnition of R00
n; hence in particular
|s2| ≤ 4R/3.
By the bounds just derived for r1,r 2,r 3,r 4,, the relation (F.15) implies that
1+s ≤ (1 + 4R/3)(1 + 4R/3)(1 + R)(1 + R)=1+1 4 R/3+O(R
2) as R ↓ 0.
In particular, since R i sc l o s e0 ,w eh a v e1+s ≤ 1+5 R, and hence in (F.14)
we ﬁnd:
h





≤ ˆ Dn−2(1 − (5R)
2)/(1 + ˜ R
0
n−2) ≤ ˆ Dn−2/(1 + ˜ R
0
n−2), (F.16)
where this upper bound is precisely the ﬁrst summand of ˜ E0
n.
By a very similar procedure for the relative error s0, the second term in









0) ≥ ζ ˆ Dn−1/(1 − ˜ R
0
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(The factor 1+2S was needed to oﬀset the error in evaluating the square root
in ζ.)
By combining the two inequalities (F.16) and (F.17), we can bound ˆ E00
n (as








which implies (F.12). QED.
Correction for error accumulation
We have shown that the computation of R00
n satisﬁes ˆ R00
n ≈ ˜ R0
n or ˆ R00
n > ˜ R0
n,
as long as n is moderately large, say n ≤ 104. Other values of n are not needed
to calculate Fκ(z) (unless z →− ∞ ). Since |rn| ≤ ˜ R0
n by Corollary F.3, we
have |rn| ≈ ˆ R00
n or |rn| < ˆ R00
n for moderate n. Only in the unlikely event that
rounding errors consistently happen in a way that makes ˆ R00
n small, ˆ R00
n may be
slightly smaller than |rn| (for very large n even signiﬁcantly smaller). To make
sure to have calculated an upper bound of |rn|, it is advisable to increase the
bound and use, say, the double 2R00
n. Indeed, the calculation d 2R00
n ≈ 2 ˆ R00
n is then
certainly an upper bound for |rn| for moderate n.I f |rn| has to be bounded
for extremely large n, one might multiply R00
n by a factor growing with n, say
use the quantity (2 + 10−4n)R00
n whose calculation should be an upper bound
of |rn| for all n (until the recursion terminates).REFERENCES 129
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